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ABSTRACT 

In the present work we present a numerical and perturbation theoretic 

approach to the solution of the one-particle Schroc1iflCer equation. The 

numerical :rlethods developed can be used to find energy ei£"envalues for 

one-dimensional problems as well as for radial ones. ~y.pectation values 

are deter~ined by an approach based on eigenvalue calculations, without 

the explicit use of wave functions. 

Eypervirial and Hellmann-Feynman theorems are used to obtain per-

turbation serie~ to high order for polynomial type radial perturbations 

of the hydrogen ato~. One such perturbation leads to an apparently new 

pheno~enon in Rayleigh-Schr6dinger perturbation theory. 

Wynn's alcorithm is used to get Fad~ approxi~ants for the perturba

tion series. The series for the enerGY and for tte qUdnti ties (r N> are 

treated, and both types of series can be found using the hypervirial 

method. 

Several applications of the numerical techniques are given; it is 

emphasized that theoretical manipulations are needed to transform the 

proble~ to ae appropriate numerical form. It is denonstrated that a 

. ' 

slight modification in the numerical techniques developed per~its treat-

ment of quasi-bound states as well as bound states. It is also sho"Jn 

hm·,1 to calculate a local quantit;r,t(O), usin£, enerGY cCllculations, and 

how to reduce the problem of trea tine anculs.r terr:Js in the quadra tic 

Zeeman effect problem to a radial integration problem. 
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CFJ..PTEH I 

I::r~~0D1.JCTION 

As can be seen from the title of this work, our aim is to develop 

mathematical techniques to solve the one-particle Schr~dincer equation; 

that is, we are interested in h01r1 to calculate eirenvalues and eir,en-

functions for a certain Hamiltonian. We may ask "what role do the 

eigenvalues and eigenfunctions play in the context of quantum mechanics, 

and why is the Schrodineer equation so relevant in quantum mechanics?tt 

To anSller these questions, and to be familiar with the ideas about 

quantum mechanics at the tine the Schrodinger equation began to gain 

importance, we ,wuld like to summarize some of Erl..rin Schrodire er' s m-.'n 

ideas about "v.'ave wechanics" in the year 1926 [ 1 ]. 

1 .1 • The ~'lave Function t 
Schrodinger derived a differential equation for the eieen

function~. One of his concerns was to find the value of I~I~ 

which was initially thought to be a smeared out charge density. 
I 

l:ax Born changed the concept of 11fr12 by regarding quantum mechanics 

as describing the motion of definite point particles. Within-this 

context he co~sidered Iyl~ to be a probtlbili ty density, so that 

expectation values such as (r) are averaces of the type used in 

traditional probability theory. 

Schrodineer used perturbation theory to solve the problem of 

the Stark effect for the hydrogen atom, where the potential function 

is equal toAZ. Although this is an unbound state problem, it is 

possible to use perturbation theory for small values of Aup to 

low order, and still get reasonable results. The'Rayleigh-
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Schroaineer approach to perturbation theory involves the calculation 

of perturbed Havefunctions ~ of various orders n. 

The usual view is to use pe rturba tion tJle ory to work out the 
I 

cia nee in the energy AZ, after adding the pe rturba tion to the 

Hamiltonian, if the unperturbed eicenfunction ~oand the potential 

function are known. However, in the present work we reverse this 

argument; we calculcteAB nuoerically for arbitrary potential V 

so as to find ( V) without explicitly recorcine; the -~·~avefunct::'(;n. 

7his reduces the ir.:portance of l' in the calculation, and in our 

work on hypervirial oethods r is completely eliminated. This means 

that serie s for IlE, < r) etc. result wi thout any calculation of the 

pe::--turbed v:avefunctions '>fr,.. 

:::::.to [2,1949] eives an improved and rmch simpler treatment 

of the t!]eory of regular perturbations, based on the use of 

resolvents and contour integrals. His rethod allows the derivation 

of explicit formulae representing eigenvalues and eigenvectors 

up to any order in the perturbation parameterA. Dalgarno and 

Lewis (3,1956J describe a ben~ral sum rule which has many variants; 

it perrri ts, for example,. the exact calculation of the long range 

forces between a proton and a hydrogen atom using conventional 

perturbation theory. Their method finds the second order energy 

E2 by solving a differential equation, whereas the traditional 

~ethod (which has many si~ilarities with matrix methods) represents 

L2 as a summation over terms involving excited states. This surn-

over-states involves continuum states, which are difficult to 

}1andle; the differential equation approach indirectly allows an 

estimate of these continuum contributions to be made. The limitation 
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of the Dalgarno-Lewis method is the difficulty which may arise in 

solving the differential equation. The sum rule technique appears 

to have applications to ~any fields; it will work well for per-

turbed oscillator and hydrogen atom problems, which are popular 

test .problens for perturbation and nu~erical methods. 

Perturbation theory can also be aprlied to modify numerical 

intecration methods for finding1jr. Fder~l, Diestler and ~':agner 

[4,1974] re-formula te the I:Jethod of "reference-functions" to 

treat the problem of finding~ for the radial Schrodinger equation 

in pieceivise analytic form. Ordinary Rayleigh-Schrodinger-

perturbation theory is used to obtain t}~ solution in a succession 

of intervals of the independent (radial) variable. The perturba-

tion technique (carried to first order, taking the zero-order 

potential to be constant) is tested against the hiehly efficient 

Numerov direct-integration rrethod on the Lennard-Jones potential. 

It is found that, under the restrictions imposed on tr.e perturba-

tion methods, the Numerov procedure is almost alv:ays more effective
l

, 

except for partial waves of low an~ular momentum. 

Adam, Ixaru and Corciovei [5,1974J develop a very simple per-. 

turbative numerical algorithm for the solution of the radial 

Schrodinger equation. This algorithm uses the same basic approxi-

mation (a step function approximation for the potential well) as 

that previously reported by Riehl et.al. (op.cit.). It shovis, 

hOi·]ever, an O(h 5) rate of convercence in the step size h, as com-

pared to the O(~4) rate of convergence of the al£orithm given in 

the work of Riehl et.al. A comparison with the Numerov method for 

eigenvalue problems proves the high efficiency of this algorithm. 

Killingbeck [6, 1977J presents a work "rhich reviev.'s some of 

the modern articles in perturbation theory in the context of tradi-

tional results from the theory of real and complex variables. He 
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cOr.Jp8.res the tv-To major versions of time-independent perturbation 

theory, the F.aylei[h-Schrodinger (RS) and Erillouin-"liener (B'tl) 

theories Enc. reyie'~'''s tIle alternative techniques for evaluatinG 

di:~·ferentiF...l equstior. ::-:ettocl, arc t:.2 v[-i.riatio:.al }Y'inci;le 

netllOQ arc trc:ated v:ith emphasis on trlcir intcr-rels.tions. SCT;-,e 

specific variational principles aie studied, includinc those for 

upper and lOv:er bounds to the second order energy, v;i th corr..ment s 

on the extra problem arising if the unperturbed function is not 

knm'ln exactly. 

Don Secrest, Cashion and Hirschfelder [7,1962] present a 

numerical Dethod for accurate calculation of the energy eigen

value of one-dif.1snsional Schrodineer equations. It is applicable 

to systems for ,,:hich the potential is ei ther analytic or has no 

pole of order greater than two. The rethod is based on a power 

se:-ie:s (.·xpansion of the v;ave function'lj;" at laree distances. The 

rr;ethod uses b\'o trial energies, E and EM':::, and varies them until 

the calculated v:ave functions at some large distance L are of 

opposite sien. Secrest et.al. (op.cit.) esti~~te an energy eigen

value so as to maket(L) = 0; "lhen this requirement is achieved 

they increase L in order to see if the value of E varies. This 

idea is used in our present work, ~ith the difference that we use 

three trial en2T'cies to estiD}ate E. Ct;.I' rr,ethod (section 2.1.4.) 

does not require a series of fixed L valu~s, since tIJe pro[:ra;.ur;e 

t31~es the lirr,it :..~ 00 durinc the calculation (r:.s explained in : 

section 2.1 .4.). Hm;ever, the energy eiCGLvalue obtained in our 

wcrl: refers to a particular strip width h, and an h-extrapolation 

is needed (section 2.1.4.). 

lli th the use of high-speed computing r..achines, the large 
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nu:r:;ber of terrr;s required in the power serie s in the rIE thod I 

presented by Secrest et.al. (op.cit.) can be co~puted easily; 

r:.ev(-:rtbeless, it r.as been tested on the C.B.;·1. Pet Hinicomputer 

and it was not possible to make it "..'ork, because the v,'avefunction 

incre8sed considerably, so as to cverflm-. the capacity (10
3i

) 'of 

the Pet. ::ov;ever it v;o:-ks satisfactorily on a proG'ram:-:'.8.ble cal

~'I 
culator which can r~r.dle numbers as large as 10 

Killinebeck [8, 1977J treats the radial Schrodinger equation, 

converting it to a recursive one \'lhich 'can be treated satisfactorily 

by a programmable pocket calculator. His calculations show that 

the eigenvalue error varies very smoothly vlith the integration 

strip width h. The rr.ethod is applied to a problem for which the 

traditional energy perturbation series is divergent asymptotic. 

This r:Jethod, which \\'e call the R-method, is used in this "7ork 

(section 2.1.4.) to find the energy eiGenvalue of a system vlith 

\_ -f potential function equal to ~-r • We investiGate the dependence 

of the error on h using perturbation theory and test problems, and 

show that the R-method can be improved in several respects. If the 

potential V is finite we show that a perturbation approach is possible 

which is much simpler than any previously used. 

Killingbeck [9,1977J eives some more applications of program

mable calculators. He finds the enerGY eicenvalue for one-dimensional 

proble~s (vii th - aob( x<+-o) directly by purely nUI8erical methods. This 

can be done if the relevant Schro~inf€r equ.s.tion is transformed into 

a difference equatio~. This one-diI8ensiOTI&l-R-method is also used 

in this work for V = x2 and x4(in section 2.1.2. of this thesis~ 

l~illingbeck [10,1978J uses several techniques to study the 

£,round state properties of a hydrogen 2.. tom v;i th the polynomial 

perturbation 2Ar+2~2r~. He uses a numerical ~ethod to calCUlate 
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the enercy eiGenvalue, and using in addition the Eellmann-Feynman 

theorem he finls (rl) values ~ithout explicit calculation of the 

-,72V9 func t iorl. ;: e dev2lop t!-; e ~e i~ e.!i9, fl:.rt!:e r (se c tion 3. 1 .4. ) 

t~'.e potential C"L::y've s:Jo:,'s tIn t bound st,~tcs still e:::ict tut tbeir 

enerGY differs from -t+3A; this is discusse: in section 4.1. 

Bisi·;as et.al. [11,1973J calculate nor..-perturbatively the 

ground state and the excited levels of the generalized anharmonic 

.2./ Z 2 \ 2m oscillator defined by the Ha:niltonian E = -d dx +J: +AX , m = 2, 

3, ... , usine Hill determinants. For the ~x4 perturbation they 

compared their ground state eigenvalues, for various values of A, 
..... , 

with the Borel-rade sum of the asymptotic perturbation series for 

the energy. 

The numerical solution of the Schrodinger esuation is often 

achieved by neans of step-by-step integration procedures, of which 

the best knovin one is the Numerov method. Killingbeck [12,1979] 

shows that a much more simple "global" application of perturbation 

theory leads to useful ways of improvine the accuracy of various 

step-b:l-step H!ethods. 5e demonstrates that expectation values can 

be deter:i:ined by &n approach based only on eigenvalue computations, 

l·Ti thout the use of ','E.vefunctions. He ir::proves t:be so-called Ft-

:ct~od (section 2.1.2.) by chan;in~ to a new variable F(x) defined 

by It(z) = 1-t~·"2?(x), leadinc to a f.1etrlOG. v.'hich ~:e c2.11 the F-~et}lod. 

~e use these idea~ and apply tnis 

as used for the R-r.1ethod (that is V = x
2 :/:4) to Shovl the improve-

r.J8nt of chancinG from one' method to another. 

Bolton and Scoins E3,195b] treat the Schrodinger differential 

equation to calculate eigenvalues, using finite difference techHiques. 
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Ttey cO=9are this way of solving these equations ~ith the Rayleigh-

Ritz vari~tional ~ethod. 

:~u!':lerical procedures for solving the =-:artI't::e-?oc':-.: ==~ua tions 

h8.ve eeen described by ::;any authors • .:Troese [14,1963] develops 

.3, r;rcced~lre for solving these eqL!3.tio!1s on.:l Ccr::~llt8r (IE~·r 709C). 

Sl-:.e uses t:',e :~u::.erov :::ethod 3.3 -,iell as Itt1::.e t8.il :;roc9dure rt .:lnd 

fi::ds out that these b:o r:etLods cor::.peoe:-:.t eaC!l otl:er. 3:-1e uses 

tne hydrogen 2to~ radial equation as a test procle~ to co~pare 

different methods. 

The nu~erical solution of the one-di!:lensional Schrodinger 

equa tion is also tre3. ted by 31a tt [15, 1967J. iie discusses tbe 

various proble~s encountered e.g. choosing a step size; in this 

connection, he develops a midpoint forxula to be used with the 

!Iurr:erov :lethod. He discusses hOvl to find tl:e 8i.:.;-e:"lY:ll~~:;> iter3.tiv,,=ly 

~'lDen alr83.d:,r close to it, and co~-:er:ts 0;' 0~}.::r :rl')blc~.:s 3.risir .. z 

durin; the process of nu~erical integr2tio~. 

::ajj, Kobeisse and N9.ssif G 6,1974 J use hic::er-order difference 

scl~~e3 in order to find a nu~erical solution of 3chradin~er's 

radial equation. These schemes are a fa:iily of difference equations 

which are extensions of the well-known ~u~erov difference equations, 

and give highly convergent approxiQate 30lutions. ~jj et.al. (op.' 

cit.) US2S a "shooting :1etr:od" to solve the SccJ'o::iin.::-er equation, 

r~ther than usi~~ ~atrix ~et~ods, ~ecau3e shooti~e ~ethods are 

si,:::~ler, re-:;:.;iri r!.~ s':2..11er 2.tor:1S8 and. 3. s[:or~er progra::':::e. A 

to esti~~~ te .3 for each trial solution, 

and this correcte'l enerZJ is t{~en u3ed as in:')ut to tc.C) next int8i,::-ra-

tion. 

Raptis a.nd Allison [17,1978] develop ·3,n expoc:ential-fittinc 

f:!ethod to be applied to tL8 nu~:,.eric'3.l solution 0: t:'CI r~J.ial 



3chrodi!1zer equation. T~eir r::etr .. od is based on a b:o-step 

nu:.:erical integrntion forr.lula, ~lith all the adva::l::".:,::~3 of tr-:'8 

:Iu:;:crov f11et::od, but with the ability to inteS"r~te sol'..ltions of 

oscil:!.ator.Y and exponential form nore efficiently. Their o;V'ork 

helongs to Q. class of Y:et~,ods ' .. Thicn 3.110,1 t~e strip ~tlidth h to 

V3.ry ',Ji th ~osi tion du.ring the nu;-;eric3.1 integr3. tion, ~,:r..ereas for 

our pro ble~3 :·;e finrl th3. t a fixed-h approach is adequa te. 

~Iitra [18,1978J calculates the ground state and the first 

t~'lO excited state energy levels for ar.. oscillg,tor ,;ii'th perturhind" 

potential of tYfe Ax2/(1+.GXZ). ~Ie uses the ?itz v3.riational nethod 

in combin2tion T!lith the Givens-:~01l8ehold'~r alzori th.rn for nucerical 

computations. Galicia and Killinebeck D9,1979] give a simple 

nu:::terical r.:ethod for calculatinG the eigenvalues of t[:I~Scr.rodinser 

nu;.;eriral inteG'ratio{l r::ethod is ::lore accur'3.::] t:-.'lil t:~~ C"2trix 

h4 process for bound :;otentials and it is sho:·rn to 1Je more si:nple 

tr..an the ~u=erov mettod. In section 2.2.2. we ~ive an explanation 

of this method and the resul ts for t::e 8:-.81'[;./ ~i,:;s[~v3.11.~e3 of the 

three lowest even parity states obtained by oui ~cdified R-cethod 

and by :'~itra's rratrix approach. Jirsct r::etLods also per:1it the 

calculation of expecta tion values suc,h as < xl). ':-'.8sul ts for this 

ex~ectation value are also given in section 2.2.2. 

t:.e potenti~l ~ar~~~ter~, witho~t ~xplicit use of t~~ eiC8~functicn3. 

quantu!'!1 !1iecl;anic3.1 ~um rulE'S, ['.:1d tLSD ,;en';r:ltin,S' all ad.d.i tionRl 
\ 

e:!.esents throui'h :J.D nX3.ct hy[-'::?rviri.':'l r<.:cl1r3i.on !'e~'l,tionship. 



The Dethod is illustrated by sarn~le calculations for the x~ 

oscillator, ane. it is S!i01,;n hOi'; to obtc.in results Plore accurate 

eicenfunctions. 

tLeo::rer.::s plus tll:: 1-;(; Ilr.";e.ny.-:eJ'n:'-,E~Yl t:h c:orer;; tc a cer1(: ra 1 an'h3.YElon:i c 

oscillator. The exact ener~r and expectation values of po~ers of 

the posi tion coordinate are expanded in a pCi·;er series of the 

anharmonic coupline; constant. It is shm·:n that the use of the 

above tr.eorems enables one to express each term in these expansions 

solely in terms of the unperturbed energy and knoi-;n constants. This 

procedure elimirlB tes the usual tedious calculations of sums ov~r 

interr.1edi2.te states of products of matrix elements, {-J'hich arises 

in nth order Re.yleieh-Schrodinser perturbatioL theory. 

':'te Fade' approximants are a particular type of rational fractior.. 

?fproximc.tion to the value of a function (Eaker [22,1970J). Vw'ynn 

[23,1956 ] ha~ designed an algorithm to evaluate Pade' approximants; 

the novelty of this algorithm is that it directly produces the 

numerical value of the approximants for a given A wi thout explicitly 

constructing the approximants as rational fractions at an inter-

mediate st2.ge. 

KillinGbeck [24,1978J Sh01':8 that hype::rvirial relations yield 

the serie s for tts enercy and expectation values for a hydro,cen 

to "'" ,,': tl ..... 0 ~l''''''br t' 'Y, \ .... a w \ • ..L 1 ~'~ r " "". .;;. 10 .. 1'\1, up tc fifth c:reer in A, v:it !lOut cal-

culc..tion of ,?ertu:-bcc. ~;ave functions. Ee l'T:&kcs E:. l-ace approximant 

analysis of the enereY series. In a SUbsequent paper ,:illingbeck 

and :;'alicia [25,in the press] use hypervirial relations together 

1·;ri th the Hellmann-Feynman theorem to cet the energy coefficients 

of a po\-:er series for the hydroCen atom \\'i th potential function 
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\ -1 
"r-r 

\ 2 -1 
and Ar -r • In the present ~ork (section 3.1.1.) we 

develop a rrocramme which calculates the perturbation series up 

to rJi:~:" crder, for any hydro::en atori state Elfle for a perturbing 

Fctentir.l N'P (:2 b positiv8 intecer). 'l'Le procre::::-:e also embles 

us to ::-et t~;~, seriss for 8XY;sctstion val'';'::;8 of type <::N). 

t 1 1 P ,I • t o ca cu ate aoe apprOXlman 8. It is used by KillinGbeck and 

Galicia (op.cit.) to obtain the energy value for the potentials 

mentioned above. Their results indicate tblt the exact energy 

lie s betVleen the [1+1, L] and ~, LJ Fade approximants. In this 

work we apply it to several perturbing potentials and expectation 

values (sectior. 3.2.3.). 

Tlle problem of calculating the eicenfunction i' at the origin 

for radial Ha!'Jiltonians, such as that for the Charmonium system, 

is shoun by our approach to be reducible to a sequence of energy 

calculations. Killingbeck and Galicia (op.cit.) consider this 

problem, performing the calculations by the use of a pseudo-' 

angular momentum term in a numerical integration approach. They 

show how a first principles approach to s state hypervirial 

relations produces terms not given by the usual commu,tator approach. , 

The probler:. ort(o) is also discussed in the present work, which 

eives typical results (section 4.3); 

Ea7-i ant. Taylor ~6,1S70J apply the stabilization r.Jethod of 

calculatinz resonance anercies to the el&stic scattering frcm a 

one-ciLer.sional Do~el potential cont2ininc a barrier. For 

sufficiently large basis sets, the stabilization re t!10d yields 

good approximations .to the inner part of tIle exact scattering \-;ave 

functions at energies equal to the eiGenvalues ,:;f t:-.e truncated 

m~trix of the Hamiltonian in both the resonant and non-resonant 
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enE-rcy reeior.s. 

c,.1~2si-bound-st2te enerGY calcula tions are cade for a per-

tL;r"r;r.!~~ o~cill~tor aJJri 2.. perturbed hydrozen 2.tom by ri11inCbeck 

r'"'7 1 r '7
r J Lc.: , ~. c· • ::e d8scri'tJes a ~ir~ple nu',:sricCll variant of the \\'e11-

Y.:n(;~··n stald.lizc:.:tior. T:.9tlwd; tbe rcs~",lts are co:::p':rcc 'with tLcse 

from tri8 least-sqll:ire and :rert'Jrb2.tio::'"~-2crics r:,et~,oc:s. :r:ese 

ideas are further di~cussed in this ~ork in section 4.1. 
, 

Austin [22,1980 J uses the hyrervirial anc. Hell~ann-Feynman 

theorerr:s to obtain perturbation series for the perturbed hydrocen 

atom to high order. Ee s11O\;s t:hat althoueh the series diverGes, 

th ' .,... d ~ . t t e dIagonal ra e ap;,roxl~an s converge to an accura e eigenvalue. 

Ttis 2..Srect of the Fad~approximants is also de~onstr&ted in this 

A~stin (op.cit.) treats the proble~ of the Stark effect 

(i.e. ;:,srt"_'rbation AZ), v.There there 2.re no boun~ states, by using 

~ l/ 't' b l' "..L r2..,J.e &I>;- rCXlf.'an s ana para 0 IC COOrCln3. Les. For t:~s r3C i 9 1 

perturb:::.tion ~r, Killinebeck Go] ani r.ustin (op.cit.) ce:':"Jonstrated 

that even for A < 0 there is still convergence of tbe diagonal Fade' 

ap.!'roxi~s.nts, over a smaller range of A. This is also considered 

in tte present work (section 4.1.1.) where typical results are given • 

.. 4.s \\·e I:J8Yltioned at tIle begiruling of tIle irltroduction, 

Scr:o:'incer treate~ the problem of the Stark effect (i.e. perturba-

tion ~z) c::.nc 0 !::tai ned the enerGY pert~;,b2 tion series up to second 

order. ~hincs have ctanced since then; vith the develop~ent of 

modern co~~utational met10~s it is possible to hanfle the series 

to very hieh order and interpret the results in ter~s of the theory 

of qi).2..si-bcun:: ste.tes. 

:~i lli!~[(Deck [29,1979J treats tLe rroblco of the hydroben-Eltor.i 

0u~~:,s.tic Zse~an effect usin{: perturbation theor.}'"_ The irr:portc.nt 
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step for solvine tJlis pro"t~ler:: is the riCLt cJ·JOjce of the unper-

turbed Eamil tonian. ~:e develop tLese ic eas f1;Tther in this thesis 

(section 4.3), uEing the F-~ettod o~ section 2.1.4. to perfor~ the 

of ?r2ierJt · .. ·ork 
. . 

In ct.apter tviO v;e eive a J,erturbation theoretic treatment of 

nu~erical inteb"ration rr:etlJods to solve the Schrodinger eqmtion. 

1 t is shov:n trm t after convertinG tLe equ3.tion to a recursive one 

i t becor~Jes so siI~ple that it could be handled by a proGrammable 

pocket calcu12tor. 

~e choose the test potentials V = x 2 and x4 to show the 

i~prove~ents which can be made by introducing several modifications 

of the oriGinal sirrJple T:1ethoc. The num(~rical methods developed 

C2;: 1:e used to find the energy ej[envalue for one-dimensional 

prob lems (1·:-i th - e4<,X( ClIO) as we 11 as for rad ial pro DIems (wi th 

It is s!J01'ln hov: the accuracy in the calculated energy depends 

on the chojce of the strip ",icth h. It is shm·;rn hO\,l to get a pro-

jected enercy eigenvalue by means of an extrapolation process in 

the quantity h 2• 

It is de~onstr3ted th~t eXF8ctaticn valu2s can be deter~ined 

b:'l an appro[lcL based on eic:::envalus c21c"L~12ticr!s, l~i t~~out tL.e 

e=rlicit Lse of ~ave functic~s. 

I:ell!:lann-Feynnan theorer:, is usee. in order to obtain power series 

for t::e enerGY and expectation values of the type (rN
) for the 

l:;ydrocen ator;; l.;rith perturbing potential Ar (with positive integer p). 

This approach is used for the ground state as well as for some 
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a180 treated by hypervirial I.1ethods and is shown to have 80me 

intere3tinc properties. 

rational frections at an intermediate stege. It is c3e71onstrated 

for several of t!-lE: perturbation problE':Js of interest that, although 

the perturbation series diverge, the [1+1 ,LJ approxirnants converge 

fro~ above to the correct quantity required and the diagonal rad~, 

approxir:-. .3.nts (i.e. [1,LJ) converge from beloi-i • 

.h.nother application of ~('ynn' s algori th.r:1 is &i ven in section 

3.2.3 for ths calculation of expectation values such as (r) and 

\ 

IL cbarter four further applications of the nu~eTical techniques 

are civen, with some emphasis on the theoretical manipulations 

needed to transform the problem to an appropriate numerical form. 

The problem of quasi-bound states is considered in section 4.1, 

with the aid of the R-method of section 2.1.4 ~nd of the Pade'approxi-

~a~ts of section 3.2. It is shown that for the hydrogen ~ton with 

perturbine potential 2~Y'+2A~r2. tLere are b01:.n:: sta tes even for A< o. 

Thi~ proble:: sho· .. :s tlj:~t interestiYJ~:- fp[ibJ.re of a Raylei;l~-:chrodincs-r 

• 1-..' 1,. • ~, t (J',.,' .; t ~ \ ',-,', -, .1 • -1-,' i,- d ~ - t . T ~ enGrc.? serlSs "';:llCll lS ccnvercen ~_n.L~) L)~.~ \, •• lC .• o~~' no Cl\t;" 

th:3 energy ccrrectly. 

In section ~.2 it is Sh01·;n 1:0\'- to deall:ith tfJeY(O) prob}e~ 

(i.e. tts calculation of the wavefunction at r = 0). The basic 

pri:-:cip~e involved is that of reducing the calculation of the 

required quantity (~O) in this case) to the calcul~tion of an 
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expecta tion value, and thence (by the LJ8 thods of section 2.2.5) to 

eicenvaluecalculations, which can be pcrforrled.accurately by the 

r:etho~ cf s(;:ctjon 2.1.4. 

Ir. tr~E 1~.8t p2rt 0: this 1york, t:iE' hJdrocen-atom quadratic 

Z2e~2n effect is analyzed. The relevant idea is to ~ake a suitable 

choice 0: thE: unperturbed Eardl tOLian. 7~.e 1 s, 2s, 2p, 2P±f' 3d:#:4 

and 3d±i states ure studied in section 4.3.3. Screo selected BASIC 

procrar.:rnes and their associated flovl-charts are Given in the 

appendices, tOGether ivi th comments on their use and on modifications 

which can be made in order to perform several different calculations. 



CHAPT.sR 2 

A PERTURBATION-THEORETIC APP:kOACH TO ND}~}GCAL Ir~TEG}:ATION rv;ETHODS 

2. 1 • ~;umerical Inte&rration j·:ethods 

2.1.1. Introduction 

The numerical solution of the one-particle Schrodinger 

equation has attracted continuous interest over many years. 

Tte Nu~erov method, which is a step-by-step integration 

procedure, has been used and improved recently by many authors. 

Our interest is to create simple numerical methods which 

could be used to sQlve the one-particle Schrodinger equation, 

even 1,:i th a progra!!l;!lable calcu lator, avoiding the 'Use of large 

matrices. Using the Eayleigh-Ritz method to solve the 
I 

Schrodinger equation it is necessary to choose suitable basis 

functions. I t is not ah'ays easy to find a suitable basis for 

a particular physical problem, and then there are also the pro-

ble~s of constructing and diagonalizing the Ha~iltonian matrix. 

This makes fairly large de~nds on computing power and storage 

capacity, and so is not suitable for small machines. The direct 

finite-difference methods described in this work are designed so 

that it is possible to find information about the solutions of the 

differential equation for a given potential without such problems 

arising. 

2.1.2. R-T-,:ethod 

vie choose the Schrodinger equation to be of the forlIl 

where V is the potential function and L the unknown energy, which 

will assume some definite trial values during the course of the 

numerical integration procedure. We can represent the second 

-15-
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derivative:!l2rin the finite difference form [9] 

J)
2 t :: ~ [ 1{(x+h) + t <x-h) -:zljr (1:)J 

yielding the result 

-r(X th) + t (X-h) -z i(x.) = 2. hZ(V-E) Vex) 
Since storing all the ~(x)values requires a lot of storage 

capacity, .,'e want to avoid retaining the full v.'3ve function 

while solving the equation. 

To this end we introduce the variable R(x) defined as 

R(x) = V(x+h) 
y(xl 

That is, we have defined the new function R(x) as the ratio of 

the wave functions at neighbouring points. In this way we can 

"see" the behaviour of the " .. ave functions as x increases. 

Putting equation (2.4) into equation (2.3) we obtain 

R(x.) + "R,(!-h) = 2[1+),~(V-E)J 
The advantage of dealing with R(x) instead of ~X) is that 

initially we only need to store the value of R(O), if we start 

at x = 0; this value can easily be found to be R(O) = 1 +hZ[V(o)-E] 
if we suppose that t(h)=t(-h), which yields th~ result. 

'R(o):. 1jR( -h). This condi tion is valid for even parity solu

tions when the potential V is of even parity. 

We have c~osen the potentials V = x2 and x~to test the efficiency 

of our ~ethod. The first potential can be treated exactly by 

analytical r:.e thods, ,\,hile the second canrlot. Because of the 

syrr.tnetry in t!J€ potential function '\\'e integrate along the posi

tive x axis only. As noted previously, if we have t(h)=t(~h) 

vIe can get an ~ parity solution. To get an odd parity solu-

tion, for which jr<o) = 0, we start again at x = 0 but with RCO) = 00. 
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""i th these ideas in r:1ind i'ie can start our programme using, for 

exa~ple, a Casio fx-201P proerarr~able calculator. The usual 

bo~n~2ry conditions for a quantu~-mecrmnical eicenvalue problem 

require the .... ;ave function to vcm ish at botr.l en~s of so:r.e range 

0: .... x. In tLis case v:e start at x = 0 and re('uire that t(oO) = 0 . 

T};e second derivative,l:ft, can only be zero at ODe value of x, 

for a fixed E, if the potential is monotonic in x, as it is for 

our problem. This condition is valid only if the wave function 

is positive everywhere. As we know, from elementary quantum 

mechanics, a great variety of potentials have a wave function 

which is nodeless for the ground state. The nodes start appear-

ing as E increases, each excited state having one more node than 

the one be 10"; it. Therefore if vie start our pro gramme using a 

trial energy E we have to observe the behaviour of the function 

R(x). If R(x) is negative at some x, that ~eans that we have 

reached a node. This indicates that our trial E was too high, 

if we are interested in the ground state energy eigenvalue. On 

the other hand, if R(x) passes through unity from below this 

occurrence shov;s thaty(x) is increasing ",ith x, which suggests 

that E was too low. Trying various E values it is possible to 

nsandvdch" the required E, up to as many decil7lal places as we 

i.,rant. 

The sto~ping conditior. (h<O or R>1) can be written as 

R(i-R)<O, rivin[ o~ly .QE£ stoppinc instruction tc the calculator. 

J. .. f: ,,~e can see from e~uation (2.5) tbe E value depends on h; we 

can also see this dependence in table 1. If v;e v;rrite the energy 

as B(h), to show its h- dependence, then the eigenvalue of equation 

(2.1) is E(O). The quant~ty E(h)-E(O) is a function of h~, as we 

shall discuss in more detail later. 
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A linear extrapolation (in h~ gives the result E = 0.7071068 for 

V = x~ ~·:hich fits to the analytical result E =tJ2. For V = x~ 

~e find E = 0.6679875. 

Table 

Enerey _Ei;-env2lues Using R-:':ethod 

0.0004 

0.0008 

0.0012 

F-r.:ethod 

z 
x 

0.7070818140 

0.7070567848 

0.7070319225 

0.6679494995 

0.6679115115 

0.6678739205 

As we have seen in the previous section, to get the energy 

value to high accuracy we need to use small h values, in which 

case it will be necessary to perform hundreds of step-by-step 

calculations. Consequently the resulting E value may be affected 

by rounding errors. If h is very s~~ll we know that R(x) is of 

the order 1-h2 E; this weans that we can remove the integer 1,· 

since it is giving redundant infor~ation. In this way we can 

gain two or more significant figures at each step. In order to 

do so we define the F function as follows 

(2.6) 

Substi tuting this definition into equation (2.5) and using the 

equality 1/(1 + x) = 1-x/(1 + x), we obtain 

F(x) F(x-h) ) 
1+h2 F(x-h) +2('1-£ (2.7) 

~.'e use the sa::Je potential as t~le one 1:Sed for the R-method 

to show the effect of using equation (2.6), using again a Casio 

fx-201P calculator. Tbe starting value takes the form F(C) = V(O)-E. 

Because of the fact that both the eouation (2.7) and our 
I 

potentials depend on htwe can shorten the programme by storing h2 
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instead of h. The stopping condition is that n(1-R) = 

Ch2F)[1+h!F(x-h)] shall be positive. Some typical results 

are sho~·.'n in ta hle 2. 

Ener~v Ei~envalues Usin~ F-~ethod 

0.0004 

0.0008 

0.0012 

2. x 

0.7070817835 

0.7070567805 

0.7070317726 

0.6679487405 

0.6679112155 

0.6678736915 

To find the energy very accurately we fit the results in Tables 

and 2 to the expansion E(h) = E(O) + Ah2+ Bh~ and find the E(O) 

value. We shall reserve ~is analysis until section 2.2.3., where 

results for several methods are grouped together and analysed. 

However, it is already clear from Tables 1 and 2 tId the change 

from the R-method to the F-method begins to affect the results at 

the sixth or seventh decimal place for our simple test potentials. 

Eadial Problem 

Considering equation (2.1) we assume fto take the form ~J. ~(r) 
where~.R. is a solid harmonic of degree ~. Kaking the substitution 

in (2.1), and multiplying throughout by r, leads to an equation 

for the function 4>, (Killingbeck [8]): 

2'r (v- E) ~ :: r n2. ~ + (2 J. t 2) D~ (2.8) 

where D·is the derivative. To :'8ke e\uation (2.6) much simpler 

1\'e introduce the fini te difference approxirna tions 

h2. n2 rp ~ ~(r-th) + ~(r-h) - 2 ~ (r) 
2 h D~ ~ ~(r-th)- ¢(y-h) 

(2.9) 

(2.10) 

The resulting difference equation will only simulate (2.1) in the 

limit h~O, but it will be shown that very good results can be 

o btained without approaching the limit too close ly. . 
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The next step is the introduction of a ratio variable R(r), 

defined by the equation 

With tte substitutions (2.9), (2.10) and (2.11), the differential 

equation (2.1) is converted to a recursive equation to calculate 

the values of H(r): 

R(r)[ r + h(.~ + 1) ] + R(r-h)' [r-h(J + 1)] = 2r[ 1+ h1 (V-E)] 

This e~uation can be worked out using a programmable calculator. 

vie can start at r = h(~ + 1), since in this case R(h..Q) can be 

assigned any finite value. If vre deal l'iith ..Q = 0 (s states) 

equation (2.12) takes the simple form 

(r+h)R(r-) + (r-h)R(r-hf
f = 21'"[1+ h%(V-f)] 

We have applied this equation to the problem of finding the 

energy eigenvalue for the potential V = Ar_r-
f 

usinga.Casio fx-201 P 

program~ble calculator. The starting co-ordinate is r = h. It 

is possible to change to the variable Y= R-1
, so that the 

stopping condition becomes simplyY~i. 'Results for this problem 

are shown in table 3, which refers to the lowest' eigenvalue. 

Table 3 

Energy Ei.c'"envalues for V - Ar-r- i Using R-Nethod 

0.04 0.02 Using h2 law 

0.'01 -0.484940100 -0.~85092750 -0.485143(633) 

0.02 -0.470345403 -0.470501254 -0.470553(205) 

0.03 -0.455988774 -0.456146081 -O.45619E(516) 

0.04 -0.441847514 -0.442007440 -C.442060(749) 

0.05 -0.427903578 -0.428065541 -0.428119(529) 

0.10 -0.)60671692 -0.360842678 -0.360899(673) 

0.15 -0.296751531 -0.296929501 -0.296988(824) 
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A stucy of the error E(h) - E(e) shows th~t it is proportional 

to h2 up to fairly large h values. We have applied an extra

polation law whi~h holas'in the h2reeion: 

Tle first two colu:nns of table 3 sh01·~ results for the energy 

eicenvalue using two different h values. Frorr: these results we 

Can say that, although the calculator displays nine decimal figures, 

after using equation (2.14), we can only consider the results to 

be accurate up to the sixth one. Even so, we show the results up 

to 9 figures enclosing the last three in brackets since those 

figures are not reliable. 

We can easily pick out an excited state by allowing an 

a!";propria te nt:.li1ber of nodes to appear, that is, ins tead of stopping 

-f 
the calculation when "'R < 1 we allo\'~ the programme to continue ' 

-i 
until R fulfils the stopping condition for the second or third 

time, depending on the particular excited state which we are 

interested in. Results for the first excited s:Ete for V = Ar-r-t 

are shown in table 4; this time we did the calculations using a 

C.B.!·:; Pet mini computer; we have applied again 2 an h law. 

Table 4 

2s state EnereY Eigenvalues 

0.1 0.05 h2 law 

0.01 -0.0695784343 -0.0696481205 -0.0696713(492) 

0.02 -0.0200291862 -0.0201021321 -0.0201264(474) 

0.03 +0.0259161898 +0.0259400819 +O.026'0117( 581 ) 

It is convenient to get an equation for the radial problem, using 

the F-method to show the advantage of this method over the 

R-method. In order to do sO we apply the same criterion as to 
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eet equation (2.12), i.e. we put eq~tion (2.6) into equation 

(2.12) use again the equality 1/(1+x) = 1-x/(1+x), and 

obt2in 

, -1 
( r + h) F ( 1") - ( r - h) F ( y'-h) [ j + h 2 F ( r - h ) J 

=2r(V-E) 

-of 
The function [1+h2F(r-h~ can be replaced by its equivalent 

-i 
F.(r-h) which yields the equation 

(2.16) 

He have written a programme based on this equation for the PET. 

It gives many advantaees over the R-~ethod. It uses three trial 

E values (1, E±bE) at the same time, evaluating the appropriate 

functions, 1',' = V-E, 'Vl-tJE, and vl~E, whereas in the previous 

programmes only W = V-E for one E ,,'as used. The idea' behind this 

theory can easily by understood by looking at the next diagram. 

---0-___ o~ ___ 

- - • _~:-c:::=-t -~. 

r 

.~.- E 

Figure 1 
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The Pli:IC-programrne is given in Appendix A 1 wi th a more 

detailed explanation of its use. 

TLe prograrr.me is wri tten in such a ~;ay that it is possible 

to know whether each of the three trial E's is too high or too 

low, as it shows the nunber of nodes that each function, Yt J tz
or '"fl, has pas sed through. It al so calculn. te s the c:orre spond ing 

wave functions, using equation (2.4) as a recursive equation, 

starting at~(h) = 1 for each of the three trial E values. 

v~hen the true E(h) value falls between two of the trial 

E values, the programme interpolates to get a "predicted" value 

for E, first using Yiand rz by means of the relation E 1 = E - cSE/e 1 

-~/~)to get an initial predicted E value. It then calcuuues 

E Z = E - 2 J f/ (1- i'3 /YI) to get a second predic ted value. Finally 

a third interpola ted E 5 value is calculated as a result of dealing 

with E, and Ez to get a predicted E(h) to a higher order of 
I 

accuracy. The interpolations are designed to find that E(h) 

value which would make t tend to ~ at large r values. 

A remarkable result was found while running the, programme. 

As the wave functions are calculated for increasing r values, 

passing through several nodes, the ratios jz/jrf., ~Jti' etc. 

reach constant limiting values, giving as a result a stable 

predicted E(h) value, even though the indi vidual functionsY1, 

'1'2. and 1("3 deviate markedly from zero at large r. 

Table 5 ~lOWS the resultsof dealing with the potenti~l 

V = Ar-r-'; these can be compared \\'ith tte rerolts of table 3. 
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Table 5 

EnerGY Ei~envalues A -i for V =r-r \ Using F-r::ethod 

0.04 0.02 2 h law 

0.01 -C.48~940031 -0.485092755 -0.485143(663) 

0.02 -0.470345488 -0.470500264 -0.470552(656) 

0.03 -0.455987767 -0.456146606 -0.456199(552) 

0.04 -0.441847575 -0.442007719 -0.442061(100) 

0.05 -0.427903551 -0.428065849 -0.428119(948) 

O~ 1 0 -0.360671584 -0.360842928 -0.360900(043) 

0.15 -0.296751664 -0.296929955 -0.296989(385) 

Perturbation Theory in h2 

Introduction 

Up to this point ~·e have noted that £(0) - E(h ) is a 

function of h~; we now formalize this notion by regarding h' 

as a perturbation parameter, using some standard. results of 

perturbation theory to improve the accuracy of the eigenvalue 

cOJr.putations [12J. The basic quantity which we study is the 

second order finite difference operatorJ
2

, with the deiining 

equation 

cYt = t(X.fh)-+Y(x-h)-z1}r(x) (2.17) 
-2 f2 2 . 

In the methods of section 2.2.3. we used h 0 to replace D 1n the 

Schrodin[er equation. UsinG a Taylor series expansion, however, 

',:e can use the Schrodinger equation in the form 
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to simplify equation (2.18), yielding the result 

The l:umerov rr,etriod involves replacing the second derivative 

:rl(cPt) by the difference opera tor h2
J2( 4t) and dropping the 

hieher order ter~s. 

This yields the Nu~erov equation 

(2.20) 

(2.21 ) 

Our (altermtive) approach is to note that the term tk J,2:r}"y 
plays the role of a perturbation term, showing that (to order h2.) 

the effect of using h-262 to replace D2 is equivalent to adding 

the pertur1::ing operator 1-h2.n4 to the Har,:iltonian operator. 
12. 

Nodified R-Kethod 

Cur aim is to find an equivalent reJation to equation (2.16) 

\·:i thout requiring the storage of the functions ?(x), ~(x + h) J 

and~(X-h) which the Numerov method requires. (It also needs 

certain instructions to make the transfers ~(X+h) --7CP(x) ~ ~ (x+h) 

as one passes from one step to the next). 

Using a perturbation analysis we know that the first order 

effect of a perturbing operator ~V is to give an energy shift of 

the form A(V) where (V) is the expectation value. of the operator 

V with respect to the unperturbed wave function. For our parti-

cular proble~ we need an expression for the expectatior. value 

of the operator D'''' taken with respect to the tv:hiCh obeys 

equation (2.19). ~e find 

(n1) =ftJr D4 -t dx. ==S(J> 2t)(:n
Z
y)dx + h.t. 

=Stcf/t dx +h.i:. =<~~> + h.t. 
(2.22) 

The boundary terms, b.t., which arise by integration by parts, 

are given by 

b.1.. 



For bound state problems, like the one we are dealing with,the 

boundary terms vanisb,v:ith A = -coand B =co, provided that the 

potential function V is bOlm~ed. Therefore it fo 110\ .. ,s tha t the 

expectation value of D4 is equal to <~2>, wbere cpZ is a multi

plying function instecd of a differential or~r3tor. 

If tKO perturbing operators give the same expectation 

value, then they will give the sa~e first order perturbed energy, 

giving an energy difference only at the 'A2. term. Therefore, if 

1 th t f I~ 4..,/r b . It· • hlt )..2. were pace e e rm i2 h DrY its e q u 1 va en, 1 • e • 12 'r 

in equation (2.20) we will get the value of the energy with an 

error proportional to the square of the perturbing parameter, 

. h4 1.e. , because as we have pointed out the perturbation parameter 

. h2. lS • This leads to an equation for the R-method of the form 

-1 2) ~ 14 ( )2. R(X)+~(x-h) =2-fh (V-E -+~h V-E 

Equation (2.24) gives an h4 process (for bounded potentials). 

Tbe rizht hand side is a function of (V-:E) at the sinp'le 

co-ordinate x, so the method is more simple than the Numerov 

method, which requires the retention of the (V-E) values at three 

neighbouring points. 

As an example to show the advantages of this improved 

R-method, ,';e deal with the potential V = Xl + 'AxZ
/ (1 + ~ ')(Z) • 

Ei tra ~ 8] l:as used a P.l[l trix approach to solve this problerrl. Be 

deals with the perturbed oE'cillator Schrodinger equation 

To solve equation (2.25) using the traditional Rayleigh-Ritz 

method it is necessary to choose the basis functions and then 

evaluate the natrix elements of the Ha~i1tonian. For this 
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particular potential there is an extra difficulty. At large g 

values, e.g. g = 100, the perturbing potential is concentrated 

in a sP.:3.ll bump near the origin. As a consequence, the numerical 

in~sgration process wtich yields the ~atrix elements becomes 

difficult to perform accurately, and any error at this stage 

necessarily affects the eieenvalues resultinG frorr the final 

matrix diagonaliz3.tion. 

v,'e present a better way of solving this problem using 

equation (2.24)(Galicia and Killingbeck [19]). Table 6 shows 

a comparison between Nitra's method and our direct numerical 

integration method; we can see that even at large g values our 

method still works, giving a very accurate result. 

\~e use equation (2.24) in a similar manner to equation(2.5), 
-1 

with starting condition R(O) = R(-h) at x = O. However, the 

value of R(O) is ~iven by 

where ~~ (V-E), since in this case our Schrodinger equation is 

of the form -"DZt + (V· E}t instead of equation (2.1). To incor-

pcrate the starting condition in the progracrme we can use a 
-~ 

dividing factor K. R(O) is evaluated with R(-h) = 0 and the 

result is divided by K, which is initially set equal to 2. At 

the end of the first cycle the instruction K = 1 is used to go 

back to the correct equation for all later x values. The stopping 

condition is as for equation (2.5). 
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Table 6 

Ei£;envalues of the Three Lo,\.,rest Even-Parity States 

r~ X = 0.1 100 0.1 100 

g = 0.1 0.1 100 100 

0.05 1 .043173294 9.976123809 1 .000841 232 1.E36334L25 

5.1810S'5365 ~?29306035 5.0009280':::0 5.928328~47 

S.27;:'S20 87.447805 9.000952 9.949162 

o .05./21./~ 1 .043173987 9.976154200 1.000841333 1 .836335907 

5.181095215 49.29287438 5.000927960 5.928328893 

9.272819 87.446244 9.000950 9.949162 

0 1.04317408 9.976180 1.00084143 1.8363373 
I 

5.1310S5C6 4S.29269 5.0009278 5.9283293 

S.272818 87.4~47 9.000948 9.949162 

r·:i tra 1.04317 9.97618 1 .00084 1.8364 

5.18109 49.29269 5.00093 5.928 

Table 6 also shows results for the 28 and 3s excited states; they 

were calcula ted using the procedure explained in section 2.1.4. 

Direct metIlods also permit the calCUlation of expsctation values 

such as <x 2
), and allov: us to "pick out" an excited state simply by \ 

increasinG the number of nodes. 

Table 7 shows results for the expectation value (x
2

) for the 

ground stE.. te. The viay in which they are calcula ted is as fo 110"ls. We 

do t"IO calculations to get two E values, using (I +E)x' and (1_£)x2. 

instead of x
2 

in the potential function of equation (2.25). E is a 
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very small number, e.g. 0.001. 

The value of < x 2
) is then eiven by 

(Xl) 1 [E+ -LJ -2.E. 

where E and ~ are the two enerGies. + .I.J 

Table 7 

Ground state <x') Value s , h 
'Ilf 

= (0.05)/(2) 

0.1 100 

0.1 0.48147 0.49997 

100 0.05041 0.46524 

In terms of first order perturba tion tteory, we are using the id ea 

tr..at the perturbations ±"£ xz. change the energy by an amount'± £(xt) 

if E: is small; the use of the difference (E -E ) re::1oves any E.2. 
+ -

error terIDs. In order to get a very good estirr.ate of (x Z
) it i2 

best to use two different h values to calculate E+ and E_, and 

2-
then use an h -law to get a projective E and E value. The 

+ -

results sh01·;n in Table 7 were calculated using only one h value 

since looking at Table 6 we can see that the value of the energy 

is accurate up to 5 or 6 decimal places. Tl1is assures an accuracy 

for( x
2

) up to 5 decimal places. For g = 10() and A = 0.1 there is 

an error in the value of < :y/> beca'.lse in this case tte erwrcy eicen

vall:8 is ~ot very accurate at tbis h value. For this IRrticular 

case it vI-ill be necessary to use another h va lue to get E and E 
+ 

before calculating (x'). 
If v:e use the Schrodinger equation in the for~ of equation (2.1) 

tIle corresponding R-equation takes the form 
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which in terms of the function ~= 2(V-E) takes the form 

i,Ts have &pplied this equa tion to the potential V;:, x~ using the 

sar:,e computing progra!I;:;]e as for ;·:i tra' s problem) adding a mul ti

plying factor of 2 for the function~. hesults are shown in 

table 8 using different h values in order to extrapolate. The 

extrapolation will be done in section 2.2.4. 

Table 8 

Energv Eigenvalues for V = 2. x 

0.01 0.02 0.03 

R-llethod 
0.7071010936 0.7070819496 0.7070506032 without correction 

F-I··;ethod 
0.7071005320 0.7070817835 0.7070505262 without correction 

R-Eethod 
0.7071038460 0.7070942890 0.7070786658 with correction 

F-f·:ethod 
0.7071067800 0.7071067790 0.7071067712 with correction 

2.2.3. ~odjfied F-~ethod 

An h4 process based on the F-I':ethod can also be developed. 

Tte one di~ensional recursive relation takes the form 

[ 
11-1 1 2. 

F(X)= F(x-h) 1+ h~ F(x-h)J + 2 (\I-E) + 3" h2.(V- E) (2.28) 

In terms of the function ~ it takes the form 

f(x) = F(X-h)[ I +h2 F(x -),)r~ ~ + /2. h2~2 
:l 

~e have applied this equation to the potential V = x to compare 

the results with the previous methods. The starting condition is 

F(o) = ; l,2E2_ E , and the storping one is the B:illE as for the R-Method; 
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the results are in table 5 together ".:ith tLose for tte iUJproved 

R-rr;ethod • 

2.2.4. . 2 
r. - ~xtra~o12tion Frocess 

In order to get an i::::proved v£:. 1 ue of t be energy I\e can use 

2. 
an h process of extrapolation. ',:e have calcula ted E for the 

2. 
potential V = x using different strip widths and using our four 

one-di~ensior.al numerical methods. To be able to use the same 

extrapolation formula for all our previous results we need first 

to calculate the energy using the Rand F-I·iethods of sections 

2.1.2. and 2.1.3. using two more values for h, e.g. h = 0.01 

and 0.03. 

The extrapolation formulae are 

E 

and 

(2.31 ) 

Table 8 shows results for the eigenvalue E(h) using the Rand 

F-Hethods with and without the correction term. Table 9 shows 

results for the extrapolated eigenvalue using equations (2.30) 

and (2.31). The exact value, as "e have pointed out is 

E = 1/J2~ 0.707106781 
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Table 9 

Energy Eisenvalues Usin~ an h2 - Extranolation Process for V - x2 

R-~·je thod F-I-:ethod R-Eethod F-i<:ethod 
,,;i thout v:i thout with with 

correction correction correction ' correction 

0.707107474 0.707106781 0.707107032 0.707106780 

0.707092398 0.707092203 0.707099497 0.707106783 

E . (t,z. '5) 0.707107529 0.707106780 0.707107062 0.707106780 

At this stage we are nov! able to say that the modified F-!-lethod 

is the one which gives the very best result, as we had predicted 

on the basis of perturbation-theoretic reasoning. 

From table 8 we can see that even without the extrapolation 

formula it gives a very good estimate for the energy at h = 0.01. 

On the other hand even the "poor" R-rr.ethod gives a good estima te 

up to 6 figures using E (.,2.\ • 

\';e can use this ha - extrapolation process for the potential 

with h = 0.1 

and 0.05. Results are in table 10. 

Table 10 

Projected EYlergy Eir"envalue for V = X-' + A x!i ( f -+ , XZ) 

A= 0.1 100 0.1 100 

g = 0.1 0.1 100 
\ 

100 

E ('fa) 1.04317426 9.97638864 1 .00084178 1.83657797 



2.2.5. Exnectation Values 

In section 2.2.2. we showed that expectation values can be 

calcula ted by means of (2.26). In order to Get a very good 

value of (xN
) for a potential V= X

N 
it is necessary to get the 

energy value s, i. e. E+and E_, up to a very high accuracy. ~"e have 

pr-oved, tr,roughout the last sections, that the modified F-!':ethod 

eives a very good estimate of the energy. The refore vle can rely 

on our previous results to obtain a good estimate of (x~) for 

V= X2. and (x4) for V:: X4., 

We have used h = 0.01 and h = 0.02 to calculate E+(0.01) 

and E+(0.02) and then we have applied an h2._ la\,l to get E+(f,.tl 

using (2.30). The same was done for E_. We have used two 

different value s for the perturbing parameter E (these are 

E.= 0.01 and E.= 0.02) in order to get two <x
2

) and <x~> val~s. 

1\1e use then to get a project.ed value. Results for the energy 

and expectation values are shown in table 11 and table 12. 

Table 11 

Energy Exnectation Values for V= 2 
and x 

E = 0.01 e: = 0.02 

E+ 0.71063352 0.71414284 

E 0.70356236 0.70000000 

< x
4t

) 0.35355779 0.35357104 
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Table 12 

:nsr£:v and :';xnectation Values for V = x4 

E.= 0.01 £= 0.02 

L+ 0.67020550 0.67241014 

E_ 0.66575218 0.66350300 

<x4
) 0.22266627 0.22267858 

2. Therefore, using an h - law for the expectation values, we have 

and 

(x4) = 0.222662(16) 

( 
-3-4 

vIe note tr.at the use of too small an £value e.g. 10,10) can 

le8d to rounding errors. The use of E. = 0.01 and 0.02 avoids 

the :nJunding errors and gives results ,,;hich can be reliably treated 

by an extrapolation process. 

For example, we can see, from the results below, that although 

the values of E are very small, i.e. 0.001 and 0.002, after apply

ing an h2._ law the results should get worse for < x' > because of 

a loss of s"gnificant figu es. Unreliabl digits are bracketed. 
2. E = 0.001 E = 0.002 h - 1 a",' 

o. 3535~386) 

O.2226f\214) 

o. 3535~97) 

0.2226~Og) 

0.3535$82) 

0.2226E(216) 

The virial theorem for the harmonic oscillator stands that, 2 E 

= (M+2)(X"1) , therefore for ~ur particular case (x 2
) = t E 

and (x 4-> = t £. We can use this re suI t to show the accuracy of 

our results. 4 First we need the value of the energy for V = x 
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for h = 0.01 and 0.02. These energy values can be found using 

the F-method, equat'ion (2.28). '~e have 

hence 

E(0.01) = 0.6679862592 

E(O.02) = 0.6679862516 

EC f,2.) = 0.667986261 

Then, using E (t,:l) = 0.707106781 for V 

< x2.) = fE = 0.35355339 

and 

< 4) .! x = 3 E = 0.22266209 

2. 
= x we have 

If we compare these results with the previous ones we can say 

that this ~ethod of calculating expectation values is much more 

accurate than that using a matrix approach. In general a matrix 

calculation will give (xtJ) values in error by order ~ when the 

2 
eigenvalues are in error by order~ , and the results for excited 

states (using a given basis size) are poorer than those for the 

ground state. The integration methods described in the present 

work do not safer from these defects, as many trial calculations 

have shown. The ultimate limit appears to be set by the precision 

of the calculating apparatus, rather than by choice of basis 

functions, since 'basis functions are not used. Even that lireit 

can be "postponed" by chancing froe the R function to the F 

function, as the results of the preceding sections show. 
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Direct Inteeratj on to Get < x N) 

Numerical integration methods to calculate (x N
) have been 

developed by Killingbeck and Galicia [25]. Using a sinilar 

approach He have ir:.proved our F-Eethod to cet expectation values 

after calculating the energy eigenvalue. The idea is simply as 

follm·;s: the prograw~e calculates tte eicenfunctiony(x) as x 

increases, so that we can easily calculate the integrals S y X1y J x: 

and S j 2J" while the energy integration proceeds. We input 

the value of E that vias given previously by the same programme 

(for that h value) and stop it when ~has reached a suitably 

sr;!all value. This requires a little care, since at very large 

x the calculated t"o{ill depart from the true one, and these 

contaminating contributions to the integrals ~ust be excluded. 

Experience shows that the estir.1ates for < x N
) obtained differ 

from the true (x N> by a term of order hI ""hen h is small. Table 

2. 
13 shows sone results for the trial potential V = x • 

Table 13 

~ 
Expectation values for V = x 

h = 0.01 h = 0.02 

0.35354508 0.35351999 

2-
h - law 

0.35355344 



3.1 • 

3.1.1. 

CHAPTER 3 

Hyoervirial Theorem 

lntroduction 

It has been shown by KillinGbeck [2~ tha t hypervirial 

relations yield the perturbation series for the energy E and for 

the expectation values (rN
) for a hydrogen atom with perturbation 

~r, without the calculation of perturbed wave functions. 

The classical mechanical equation of motion in terms of 

Poisson brackets and the corresponding Heisenberg quantum mecha-

nical equation of motion provide a means for determining certain 

generalization of the virial theore~. The quantum mechanical 

trea tment provides a set of int egral conditions v7hich might be 

used to determine the constants in an approximate wave function, 

as has been shov,·n by Hirschfe lder [30]. 
If 1'1 is a function of the co-ordina tes and momenta, 'then for Feri

odic motion (bound) the time average of the Poisson bracket (H,W) 

is zero. The commutator expectation value «[W,HJ:> in quantum 

mechanics is zero for any wave function corresponding to a 

stationary energy state of the system. It see~s reasor~ble that 

with an appropriate selection of W there should be a dyna~ical 

rela tionship, in [:. time-average cr space-averace sense, ,,;hich the 

syste~ Eust obey. 

1e t ' .. : be an arbi trar:)! function of the E:en8 ralized co-ordina te s 

and of the differential operators for their conjugate momenta. 

Let 1f;. and yr,. be eigenfunctions wi th eigenvalues E"" and E" res

pectively. Then, using the time-dependent Schrodineer equation 

:we find 
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d~ f~*\.J * J .. = -(4~)S 1(* [W,H] *' d-c 

= (if~)(E .... -E..)J 1jr;..* \J <jr.. h 

if ~ and ~ &rc eirenfunctions of the Hamiltonian opcrator H. 

If the expectation value of W for a stationary energy state 

n is not infinite, equation (3.1) cives 

This is what Hirschfelder calls the hypervirial theorem [HVTJ, 
a$ this relation corresponds to a generalization of the usual 

virial theorem, which follows from the particular choice 

il = r.grad. 

We define the operator 

then equation (3.2) states that if~is any solution to the 

Schrodinger equation, the expectation value of Q is equal to zero, 

i.e. 

The Hellmann-Feynman theorem, (HFT) states that if H = H(A), 

where A is a parameter, then 

Ue have already used this result to calculate expectation values 

in section 2.2.2. 

As an application of the HVT and the EFT we treat the case of 

the potential V = Ar-i1
• The F~miltonian is taken to be 



where D is the operation of differentiation. 

ChoosinG the function \"T = rJJD, and using the basic relations 

for commutators 

[ 
N ] -4 ( ) N -2 tJ-1 r)H ="2 NN+1r +Nr D (3.8) 

and the Jacobi identity [AB,C] = A[B,C]+[A,C] B, V.'e arrive at the 

result 

2NE<r~-'>= 2N(r N
•

t V)+(y-N(DV) 

-f N(N-1)(tJ-Z) (r N
-

1 
) 

Here we have used the diagonal hypervirial requirement that 

([rHD,H]) shall vanish for the eigenstates of eqmtion (3.6). 

To make (3.6) and (3.9) refer to the radial eigenvalue problem 

for states of angular momentum J, we simply add the term -t~(J+1 )r-
Z 

into the potential V(r). 

The last term on the right of (3.9) si~plifies a little if 

";e use vl = rt./+fD instead of r"D in the hypervirial derivation, or 

simply set N~N+1 in (3.9). VIe obtain the equation 

In order to use this recursive relation we n2~d a relationship 

betvJecYl the enert.:Y ::... an;l t~',e c:':} ~«['_tion v£:..luss (r) and (r-'). < r > 
is given by cYE/i) .. , ae-cordi nc to the Ee 1 lr::ann-?eynr:lann theorem., 

SettinG N = 0 in (3.10) yields the traditional virial theorem, 

2~ = 3A(r)-(r-f
), so that (r-") can be calculated from E and < r). 

PostUlating a power series for the energy, then, v18 can express 
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the series for (r > and (r -i > in terms of tIle ene rr;y coefficients, 

as follOl\'S, 

., = °1 f, 2 J ••• 

(r) = 2(n+/) E~+1 ).n = ()E/~A 
(r- 4

) = I(3n-2)EnAt1=3~<r>-2E 
~ .. Te also express other (rN) values as power series, 

Tre idea in mind is to get as many En values as possible and 

also to obtain the numerical values of the XN H • 
As we can see, , 

the Xw•o 's do not depend on the perturbing term, so they can be 

calculated independently of.A • For the 1s state we can establish 

that XlIH'\J
O 

= t(N+3)X
tJ1o 

"holds, by using the explicit unperturbed 

function, but this procedure is cumbersome. In a subsequent section 

'\,'e \:ill give a general equation which uses only the quantity Eo to 

get the energy coefficients for excited states as well as for the 

ground state. 

In order to describe., the rest of the claculation we use 

the label {NJH1 for the equation arising by taking the A~ terms 

in (3.10) for some N. 

~e have found out that to get Q of the E-coefficients we 

need C. of the ):."i' ((-1) of the X "',2' : -2 of the X
tJt5

, etc., and, 

coefficient of the fOTIJ Z"'Jq-f 

.b.nother i:nportant feature is that to get the value of the 

X w, 1 for some j vIe only need to knai'; the set X "'.I c: ,\.,he re i<j; this 

makes the calculation even easier. Killingbeck ~~ has calculated' 

up to E 5 by hand and Austin l2S) ca~cula ted nany E. using a computer. 
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~.·e have developed a prograJT1JLe for the C. 3.1·:. Pet mini-

computer which calculates the perturbation series up to high 

order, for any stqte and for a perturbing potential ArP
, where 

F is any positive intecer. 

The proCre.r;;;;le enables us to f:~et the series for other 

expectation values. In particular the series for (r), (r2) 

and the higher (rN) can be calculated up to high order also. 

Since we have the obvious re quiremen t (r 0) = < 1 ) = 1, it 

follows that vie require all the Xo "" vIi th Fl.=F 0 to be equal to 
I 

zero, vlith Xo = 1. The values of Eo and Xoo must be given ,0 , 

initially to start off the calculation for s states. For states 

with ~>o the value of X_ 1,o is also required, but it follows from 

the virial relation (r-f) = -2Eo for the unperturbed hydrogen atom 

problem. The details of the required initial input data will be 

discussed further in section 3.1.5. 

Hyper Programme 

As we pointed out previously it is possible to devise a 

general programrr.e which calculates all the coefficients X~J~ 

and the series for the energy up to high order, requiring 

only the input of the unperturbed energy Eo and the angular 

mor:en "tum ..{> • 

Tne general equation for the coefficients X~IO takes the 

follo\::ing form (with starting value Xoo = 1), 
t 

If the perturbing potential is Ar
P 

(instead of Ar) we obtain 

the following generalization of (3.10) 
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( 2. N + 2) Eo < r tJ) = (2 N -\- 2 + p) A < r N \- p> - (2 N + i) (r H - i) 

-~ N(N~i) <r~-2)-(2N+2)~\<rN) (3.13) 

As the value of P increas9s, the size of the coefficien~s X N H 
• 

increases considerably, ",-bien yields tv:o difficul ties. ~.,rben 

the numbers concerned are large, loss of sicnificant figures 

occurs when the comruter performs a long sequence of operations 

on the numbers. The ~inicomputer cannot calculate the XWH • 
beyond the point at which they reach its overflow level (~103~. 

If n(P) is the number of terms in the energy series obtainable 

for the 1s state with perturbation ArP, we find (for the C.E.M. 

Pet), n(1) = 26, n(4) = 8, and n(8) = 3. 

~able 14 shows the energy coefficients for V = Ar -rP for 

P = 1,2,3,4 for the 1s state. ~e can see from these results that 

u;· to L
iO 

and for P = 1 and 2 the results are very accurate and 

reliable, whereas for P~3 the size of the energy coefficients 

increases rapidly. 

Table 14 

1s state Energy Perturbation Coefficients 

2 3 4 

-0.5 -0.5 -0.5 -0.5 

1.5 3 7.5 22.5 

-1.5 -32.25 -666.4375 -17355 .. 9375 

6.75 1362.75 264894.141 78606633.5 

-~9.6S75 -103280.8593 -231369814 -1.06540776E+12 
• I 

480.375 11477957.9 3.66064583+ 11 3.4377598E+16 

-5583 -1.71918761£+09 -9.54820392E+14 -2. 29200098E+21 
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2 3 4 

74557.3359 3.31953619E+11 3.85440636£+18 2.84124228E+26 

-1114319.34 -8.03502293+13 -2.29091021~+22 -6.03880379E+31 

~ 18329171 .'5 2.38890S28:+16 1 .92398529:::';+26 

£'0 - 328051 5gB -2.5807226£+12 -2.206~42S2S+30 

To calculate the coefficients for the expectation values, for the 

\ -i potential V = Ar-r , l'lithout using eigenfunctions "le use equations 

(3.11b) and (3.11d). 

The Hellmann-Feynoan theorem provides an equation for(r~) for 

. the potential V = Ar2 -r _i, which has the form 

\ P _1 
or in general, for V =~r -r it yields the result 

We show results for(r) and (r2.) for P = 1,2 for the 1s state. 

Although the programme can be used for different values of P and for 

other s states we do not give the details here because the results 

are not very accurate, since the size of the coefficients increases 

even more rapidly for these excited states. Results are shown in 

tables 15 and 16 respectively. 

Table 15 

18 State ~xnect~tion Value Coefficients, P = 

1.5 3 

-3 -13.5 

20.25 115.5 
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(r) (r2.) 

CJ -198.75 -1299.375 

CI 2401.875 17325 

.C 5 -33498 -261571.078 

C, 521901.351 4363821.61 

C7 -2914554.72 -79265073.3 

Ce 164962543.5 1.55269662E+09 

C~ -3280515880 -3.25761178r:+10 

C'C 6.970375E+10 7.28399280E+11 

Table 16 

1 s State Expectation Value Coefficients, P 2 

<r) (r?) 
Co 1 • 5 3 

C1 -13.5 -64.5 

~ 677.25 4088.25 

C3 -59110.312 -413123.43 

C4 7309433.67 57389789.5 

Cs -1.18599208E+09 -1.03151257E+10 

C, 2.43142777E+11 2.32367533E+12 

C7 -6.15703651E+'13 -6.42801832E+14 

Ce 1.89459177E+16 2.15001835L;+17 

C~ -6.98901374E;+16 -8.58078262+19 

c.o 3.05369425£+21 4.03801S04i::;+22 

At first sight equation (3.13) might look rather difficult 

to solve, since we are replacing the energy and the expectation 

values by their corresponding series. When we first started 

looking at this vlay of calculating the energy coefficients we 
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used a programmable pocket calculator ~4]. Using the label 

{N,l.:} \\'e used the equations 12,T,:} (I\1~4), \3,1,:1 (I\~~3), {4,1l, 

{4,21 and{5,1\ to calculate the energy series to fifth order. 

\;e did not follov,- any special order to solve (3.13). In a 

second atte~;.pt to calculate h70 ITlOre energy coefficients we 

discovered that the coefficients X
N 

... can easily be calculated, 
} 

as follovls. ~n'e first calculate as many XtJ•o coefficients as we 

want, as they do not depend on anything but Eo. To get the 

energy to Qth order (for perturbation ArP ) it suffices to 

calculate PQ of the X~. coefficents. With these known co-
I'f,O 

efficients we can now calculate the X~t coefficients, that is, 

the coefficients for the energy and expectation value series 

at first order in~. Although we can obtain PQ of these co~ 

efficients, we have found out that, to find the rest of the 

coefficients, i-Ie only require P(-P of these XWof coefficients. 
I 

Then Vie calculate the X~\2. requiring P~-2P coefficients, B:nd so 

on, until '\"e finally calculate only one of the form ~,~-.1. There-

fore, what is relevant in solving this set of recursive equations 

is the fact that we do not need the coefficients of higher order in 

Ato calcu~ate the lower ones. And finally, to calculate Ej, for 

a given value of j,. we only need the value of Xl', {-1 • 

programme and flow-chart are given in Appendix A2.' 

BYTIe~virial Results for Excited s states 

The PASIC 

\·le have already r:1entioned that the prograr:l.t.'Tie is wri tten in 

such a vlay tha t only the value of Eo needs to be stored to start 

off the programme. In this way we can obtain the energy co-

efficients for any s state. For other excited states, such as 

2p, 3p, 3d, ••• , an extra line must be added in order to include 
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the depenoence on the angular momentu~; this will be discussed 

in a subsequent section~ For the 2s state ~o = -0.125 and for 

tte 3s state Eo = -1/18; giving these values, one at a time, 

l'ie obtain the energy coefficients wr.ich are presented in table 

17 and 18, for P = 1,2. As we can see from the results of tables 

(14-18) the energy and expectation values series are all alternat-

ing: this typical property of the series provides a clue to.check 

i'ihether the programme is v:orking properly or not. 

Table 17 

2s and 3s states Energy Perturbation Coefficients, P 

2s 3s 

Eo -0.125 -0.05555 

-.:-' 6 13.5 ~I 

L 2 -66 -688.500001 

.8
3 3312 152543.251 

B 
~ 

-271680 -54048258.2 

p 
.u5 28848384 2.45922332~+10 

Table 18 

28 ::1nd 3e states EnereY Perturbation Coefficipnts, P = 2 

2s 38 

i:J o -0.125 -0.05555 

.,..., 
42 207 L , 

E 
2 -14784 -670497.753 

1;' 19923456 7.73691005E+09 "-'3 

E 'Ii -4.53150566E+10 -1.45951474E+14 

t· 
AJ 5 

1.41421867E+14 I 3.66612987E+18 
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C!JsT!i'oniul1 :2ype Potentials 

The problem of finding the energy eigenvalue for the 

ch2.rr;,oniur.1 systeru, in other terms, the bound quark-antiguark 

pair nas attracted attention over the past years. Killingbeck 

~OJ has dealt vlith this problem for the potential V = -1/r+2Ar+2Alr2 

He Ins fou!1d out that the energy series fOT the ground state is 

finite and agrees wi th the exact eigenvalue forA)O. 'The series 

takes the form E = Eo+Ei A = -t+3~. He has proved that the next 

two energy coefficients El and E3 are equal to zero, by explicitly 

calculating the first order perturbed wave function. 

If , ... e set vt = f(r)D in the hypervirial argument of section 

3.1.1 , and study a Hamiltonian with kinetic energy operator 

T = ~D2, then the following more general version of the hyper-

virial theorem is obtained, 

~':i th c{ = t, we obtain, using V = -1/r+2Ar+2trZ, 

2 (fl(E +r~2'\r _2X2,.2) )=(f (r-24-ZAr t4-,\2r) 

- i< tl) 
w-+-t 

Choosing the function f of the form f = r ,we obtain the 

recursive relation 

(2N+2)E <rN) + (2N+1)( \'"N-f) + ~ N(NZ-I)(r N-2) 

= (~Ntb) A (rN4-t) + (4N+B) A2(rNt2) (3.16) 

~'le have developed a proGramme to solve (3.16) to get energy 

coefficients, using the C.B.H. minicomputer. By means of this 

programme it is possible to check that the energy coefficients 

E" are all equal to zero, for 2~n~8. \':e have calculated the 

coefficient X4,i of the < r > series at 8th order in A and X~,1' 
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which is the coefficient of(r2
) series at 7th order inA, by 

hand because they are the coefficients needed to calculate E~. 

~e found an error in the 9th significant figure for 'X'S as given , 

by tl:e minicomputer. Using the "nel':" value for Xf ,& \':e found that 

E, = O. The reason is that ~hen the FET starts ~riting the numbers 

in exponential for~ t~ere is a 10s8 of acc~racy in the 9th ficure, 

that is, rounMnz errors affect the accuracy of the calculations. 

After this discovery v;e decided to run the programme in a big 

computer using Fortran. This time vle found that indeed ~, and 

also E10 , are equal to zero. Finally lie ran the programme using 

Fortran double precision to avoid rounding errors. The results 

show that up to E u~ all the ene rgy coeffic ients) except Eo and E1 , 

are equal to zero. 

'Ue can infer that the rest of the coefficients are all equal' 

to zero, having as a result a finite series for the energy. The 

pro uamme, ei ther in Basic or Fortran, is vlri t ten so as to enable 

us to obtain the energy coefficients for excited states also. 

The EASIC programme is given in Appendix A3. 

Since the programme is written in such a way as to allow us 

to get the energy coefficients for any state, 1'1'e :have used it to 

obtain the energy series for the 2s state; the results are shown 

in table 19. 

Table 1 c 

2 s S t2 teE n E' r r;v Per t u r 'ba t ion C 0 e~f~:"'=i~c=i....;.r;.:;.:n:....:t~E'~f;-:o;,.:r:.--v.:.-T __ ---:.,.1 !,--=-r..;..+.::.;i-:~r...:.-t..::2:.::...A~2...::r_2. 

E = -0.125 E -2972160 0 ., = 
E = 12 Es 600099840 I = 
E 2 = -180 

}:; 
3 = 18720 
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In section 3.1.3. it was centioned that it is possible to 

include the dependence on the angular mo:nentum..Q in equa tion 

(3.13) or (3.16) for the calcul& tion of the energy coeffic ients . 

~he extra term to put on the r.h.s. of e~uation (3.13) or (3.16) 

is N~C~+1)(r~·2), so th3.t the total term involving (rJJ-l)becomes 

-IN[(1'~-1 )+4...QC~+1 )J( r N-2). If 1)0 this term is not zero at N = 1. 

Thus, for the calculation of the energy coefficients for an 

exci ted state ,-,ith J:/:O it is required to YJ1ov: the coefficients 

for the ( r-f) serie s at fir st order in A, in order to start off 

the recursive calculation. 

We need the value of X-t,D and X_ilf • For the potential 

-1/r+2~+2~2r2., we can use the hypervirial theorem to show 

that X_i ,o = -2Eo and ~t,. = E .. = 2X-t,D. Adding these values to 

the Hyper-Programme we find the energy series for the 2p state 

for the char~onium type potential; the coefficients are shown 

in table 20. 

Table 20 

2n state Energy Perturbstion Coefficients for V = 1/r+2Ar+2~1rZ 

L2 -139.5 

;:',3 = 16480 

E. .. =-270Ct 39 

E5 = 553828656 

Exnectation Values for V = -1/r+2Ar+2~2r' 

By means of eouation (3.16) we can get all the coefficients , ... 

X for the 1s state. We put them into equation (3.11d) to 
NII1 
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obtain, without eigenfunctions, the series for (r) and (r2) 

These coefficients are shorln in table 21. The Rayleigh~Schrodinger 

series for (r) and (rz' > obey the follov;ing relationship based on 

the Hellmann-Feynman theorem 

For A)o, dEl d)\ = 3. This result has been cr.ecked by Killingbeck 

~o] . 
11e have also checked relation (3.-17) for,,\ = 0.1 and A<O. 

For A negative the result is not exactly 3 but very close to it~ 

We have used the partial sums to show that the value lies in the 

neighbourhood of 3. !or A<O the energ-.1 B(A) contains a component 

which is not given by the Rayleigh-Schrocinger series, as has 

been sho-v:n by Killingbeck [1~. The problem of a potential with 

A(Ol.dll be discussed in more detail in the next chapter. 

Table 21 

1 s state Expectation Value Coefficient"s" for V = -1/r+2Ar+2A1r2. 

(r) < r!) 
C 0 1.5 3 

C ... -6 -27 

C2 54 333 
~ 
,-

C3 
-666 -4977 --..... : 

C .. 9954 85563 

Cs -171126 -1645947 

C" , 3291894 34845093 

C1 -69690186 -802990017 

Cs 1.60598004E+09 1.99875992E+10 

Cet -3.99751984E+10 -5.34279859E+11 

C,o 1.068559972E+12 1.52663509E+13 
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1.1i thin, the tteor~r of F[de' ap7ro:xir.'.E.nts it is kno\-:n that 

tl~ DJ,N] pad~ approximant to a power series, (pa;ticul&rly if 

that series is a member·of the class of Stieltjes series), con-

verces fairly quickly as N increases. Having this in mind it is 
, 

then possible to use the Pade approximants to eet a good estimate 

of the energy eiGenvalue or any of the expectation values. The 
, 

use of Pade approximants in perturbation theory is often numerical; 

it is often the case tr~t a formal proof that Pade approximants 

should work for a perturbation series lags behind the empirical 

del'71onstration that they do work. 

........' . rede AnDroXl~ants 

Introduction 
, 

The Pade approximants are a particular type of rational 

frc::.ction approxi::mtion to tLe vclue of a function, (Baker [22 J). 
Defini tion 3.1. - Let the [L, :~J Pade' approxir:lant to 

t~e series A(x) be denoted by 

\-.There PL. (x) is a polynor:.ial of degree at most Land Q
H 

a 

polynomial of degree nt most T·:. ~.·e reC;uire tha t the forr::al 

power series for pie:. agrees ,·:ith the A(x) series up to the 

(lrt;·:) th pm·;er. 

The follov:ing theorem is due to Fro benius, G., and Fade', E.: 

Theorem 3.1. - ('l'heore~ of "Cni~ueness). The (1, :'~J Fade' 

approximBnt to any fOTr;'.2.1 pm·;er series A(x), Hhen it exists, 

is unique. (For the proof see ref. [22J page 8). 

~~ds theorer.J holds l:hether the definir..G e~u3.tions are nonsingular 

or not. If tbr;y. are nonsingular, then they can be solved directly 

to yic Id 
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where \\Te define an= 0 if n(O; ~j :;.0 if j>:.:; and, if the lower 

index on a sum exceeds the upper, the sum is replaced by zero. 

~sing the coefficients given in table 14 for the energy 

series for the potentials V = Ar_r-
t 

and Ar% -r"', \-;e have applied 

the determinant (3.19) for certain values of A to get the Pade~ 

E.T'T!roxi:-;)2nts to these series. Killingbeck ~~ g~ves some 

\ -t... \ 
results for the potential V =Ar-r lor A= 0.05, 0.10, and 

0.15. He sflm'ls that the (1+1,1J approximants converge from 

above to the correct eigenvalue (as found by the tEthod of 

section 2.1.2.), while the [L,LJ app;oximants converge from 

belo\>:. 

./ 
This \>:ay of calculating the Fade approximants to a series 

is qui te cumbe~some since the determinants in(3.19) become bigger 

and biceer as the nu~ber of coefficients increases. 

/ 
Since we are interested in the nu~erical value of the Fade 

approximants, rather than in the app8arance of the polynomials, 

we shift to another way of calculating them. 
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~ynn's AleorithD 

1;'/ynn ~~ has de signed an algori thIn to evaluate padeJ' 

approximants without the use of biC deter~inants. The idea is 

based on the relation 

where S; is the J. ele!:lent of column m in an ItS array". vie start 

o - of 
by considering all Sn equal to zero and setting the Sn equal to 

the partial sums of the series (for a given A ). Using relation 

(3.20) recurrently v:e form successive columns of the S array, 

and the S;, 1':i th m even, are exactly the [L, I.] Fade' approximants 

to the series (for our chosen A value). 

1':e have written a programme based on \.'ynn' s algori thm for 

the C. B. :<. EinicoIllputer \-.'hich evaluates Fad: approximants to the 

perturbation series, for the potential V = ArP -r-', for sorr.e A 
v:ll1.:e. It is given in Appendix A4. ~he basic point about the 

programme is that it directly produces the numerical value of 

the approximants for a given A 1·:i thout explicitly constructing 

the approxi::-;.ants as rational fractions at an intermediate stage. 

3.2.3 •. knnlications of ~,'vnn's AlF"orithm to Perturbation Series 

He have applied 1<lynn' s algori ttm to the perturbation energy 

series for the potential V =Ar
P 

_r- t "lith P = 1,2. Results are 

shov;rn in table 22 for the 1s and 2s st~tes for selected values 

of A • ,. 
Although t~e Fade approxi~ants ~ethod increases the range 

of A over '\-lhich the'series can give a good estimate of the energy, 

in practice there will still be an uFper li~it to the·~ value for 

~1ict even tte Fad~approximants can give reliable results. The 

results iniicate that the exact energy lies between [1+1,1] and, 
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, 
the accurate energy \·;as found using the F-method of 

section 2.1.3. Killingbeck and Galicia (2~ have applied viynn's , 

algorithm to these series; whose results are those of table 22 

in connection vii th thet( 0) problem (section 4.2). 

Tnble 22 

~ \ p -t 
Fade Approxi~antc for V =Ar -r 

state A [5,~ [5,5J Exact 

1s 0.10 -0.360899563 -0.360900277 -0.36090CO(43) 

2s 0.01 -0.069671275 -0.069671614 -0.0696715(21) 

1s 0.01 -0.472392041 -0.472393160 -0.4723927(36) 

2s 0.0003 -0.113392947 -0.113393025 -0.1133930(38) 

Another application of Wynn's algorithm is the calculation 

of expectation values, such as (r) and (r~), using perturbation 

sE:ri·?s. ",:e have considered the potential V = Ar_r-
t 

at a given A 
value. 

a) By means of 1';ynn I s algori thm it is possible to get 

a value for (r> and < rl) 'starting from the pertur

bation series for them. For A= 0.05 the results 

are as follo ... 's: 

1 .38480039 1.38480040 

2.51422862 2.51422869 

b) Using the hypervirial relation 

1':e can either calculate the value of < r) or <r 2) 
by obtaining E and (r 2) or < r), respectively, 
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from Fad~approximants for their series. 

For A = 0.05 we oetain: 

< r) = 1.38480040 

(r2) = 2.51422865 

From these resul ts we can check once more tr.a t the exact 

value lies bet~een [L+1,L] and (1,L] Fad~ approxinants. 

Wynn's algorithm has also been used to get Pad: approximants 

to the energy series for the charmonium type potential for the 

2s state. Results are as follows, for ~ = 0.001: 

[2,2] -0.113163838 

[2,1 J = -0.113163044 

where ,.,.e have used the energy coefficients given in table 19. 
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Cuasi-Bound states 

In section 2.1.4. vle applied the F~-T"ethod for a hydrogen-

\ -1 
like potential, Ar-r • In this section we present an approach 

to solve the Schrodinger equation ,,:i th a perturbing operator 

which is unbounded from below. 

Killingbeck [27J has looked at the problem of calculating 

the quasi-bound-sta te ene rgy value s fo r a perturbed osci lla tor 

and a perturbed hydroGen atorr.. 

1-;e use a different cri terion to find tIle energy "eieenvalues" 

from the one used in previous sections. For a given ~{O and a 

value of the strip width h, we use our R-~ethod starting at 

'ljr( h) = 1. The initial trial E is 0 btained using Pade' approxi

I:J.ants, e.g. the [5,5J gives a good estimate for different 

neb'ative values of A. The R-!-:ethod progra;:rrne is modified so 

that it prints out the r values at r:hich the 1']8Vefunction has 

a node. For exa~ple, if~(~) is positive and~(r+h) is negative, 

then the progracme prints out the quantity hR(r)[R(r)-1J·~r. 
This is the interpolated estimte of the r value at ,·.'}·;.ich·the 

--
":avefunction has a node. As E variec., the quantity I CJr JOE I for 

a given node will show a sharp maximum. 

The r.;ost accurate energy value \,lill be considered to be 

the one tha t lies betv]een the maximum and minimum on the graph 

of r(S) against E. (Specimen Graphs are shov:n here). 
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I t is easy to see froiil the craphs that as A ge ts more ne ga ti ve 

it renders it more difficult to decide which value of E is the 

most accurate. Using an h~-law it is possible to get a good 

extrapolated result for the E valuewtich corresponds to the 

limit of zero h. Some typical ere rgy values are presented in 

table 23 tocether with the projected energy. 

Table 23 

Energy Values for V A -i = r-r b<o (First' node) 

~ -0.01 -0.02 -0.03 -0.04 -0.05 

E(0.02) -0.5151085 -0.5306155 -0.5465445 -0.5630205 -0.5802005 

E(0.04) -0.5149615 -0.5304725 -0.5464055 -0.5628875 -0.5801105 

E -0.515157 -0.5306632 -0.546590 -0.56300 -0.580230 

i,.re must bear in mind that this value for the energy is 

taken at the first node. \\'e can see from the results of Table 24 

that this value varies as lale pass from node to node. Killingbeck 

[31 ] calcula tes the energy for a poter:tial V = 7. 5r2 e" by a 

numerical integration procedure similar to the one describeq 

here and shows that the energy value, although changing slightly 

from node to node, stabilizes at higher node numbers. 

We apply the method to the present problem for ~= -0.02 

and -0.04. The results are erouped together in tables (24-27) 
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Table 24 

E(E) Values for Selected Nodes. ~ = -0.02. h - 0.04 

~ Enerey 2 3 9 

-0.530470 10.36 31.48 36.68 57.20 

-0.530471 10.68 31.48 36.68 57.20 

-0.530472 11.20 31 .48 36.68 57.20 

-0.530473 31 .48 36.68 40.96 59.9 

-0.530474 31.48 36.68 40.96 59.9 

Table 25 

R(E) Values for Sele cted J~odes t A = -0.02. h = 0.02 

~ EnergJ ' 2 3 9 

-0.530614 10.64 31.48 36.70 57.20 

-0.530615 11 .18 31.48 36.70 57.20 

-0.530616 31.48 ,36.70 40.96 59.94 

-0.530617 31.48 36.70 40.96 59.94 

Table 26 

R(E) Values for Selected Nodes. A = -0.04, h = 0.04 

~ 2 3 a 
Energ: ../ 

-0.562887 14.64 19.80 23.52 39.28 

-0.562888 14.88 19.92 23.64 39.36 

-0.562889 15.08 20.08 23.76 39.44 

-0.562890 15.28 20.20 23.88 39.48 

-0.562891 15.48 20.32 23.96 39.56 
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Table 27 

R(E) Values for Sele cted Nodes, A= -0.04, h 0.02 

~ 2 3 9 .:;nere 

-0.563019 14.14 19.50 23.30 39.14 

-0.563020 14.36 19.62 23.40 39.20 

-0.563021 14.60 19.76 23.52 39.28 

-0.563022 14.82 19.90 23.62 39.34 

-0.563023 15.04 20.04 23.74 39.42 

Looking at the increments in the node position in tables 

(24-27), while varying the energy values, we can see that for 

A= -0.02 the largest increment appears at the same energy value 

for different nodes, that is for h = 0.04 the value of E is 

-0.5304725, and for h = 0.02 the value of E is -0.5306155, as 

in table 23. However forA = -0.04 the predicted E value changes 

from one no~e to another. From the results of table 26 we have 

for the first node E = -0.5628875; for n = 2, E = -0.5628885; 

for n = 3, E = -0.5628895. The predicted E value stabilizes at 

-0.56282.9 to six places of deci:::als for the l:igher nodes. From 

the results of table 27 we have for the first node 'E = -0.5630205, 

for the second E = -0.5630215, and then it stabilizes at 

E = -0.563021, elso to six decimal places, for the higher nodes 

as before. Therefore a projected E value can be calculated using 

an h2 -law yielding the result E = -0.563065. This has changed 

slightly from the corresponding E value in table 23, which refers 

to the first node. 

The resonance enereies found fron the preceding calculation 

are not the energies of true bound stutes, since there are none 

for }.(o. 
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~ithin the context of operator theory a bound state function 

~obeys the eieenvalue equation H~= E~ Another way to describe 
. -1 

this is to say that the resolvent operator R(E) = (H-E) '- becomes 

an unbounded operator in Hilbert space if E is equal to an eigen-

value. This second way of describing things is unwieldy for 

bound state problens, but it is appropriate for ourA(O case, 

since there will still be complex E values for which R(E) is 

unbounded. In other words, the spectrum of H (as defined by 

von Neumann) is the set of E values for which R(E) is unbounded, 

and the spectrum can contain more than just the usual eigen-

values correspondine to bound states. vlhat the preceding 

calculation gives (Killingbeck [27]) is the real part of the 

complex E value at l'lhich R(E) has a singularity. It is in 

principle possible to esti~ate the imaginary part of E by 

manipulations based 'on the results of this kind of calculation 

(Killingbeck [31 ] ) but we do not pursue this point further in the 

present work. 

:'~ny authors present different ways of solving the problem 

of quasi-bound states. There are various unbounded perturbing 

operators w21ich, when added to the.Eamiltoni~n; destroy in 

prinCiple the bound states of the system (just as -~ dres for 

our problem). Eazi and Taylor [26]use the stabilization method 

to calculate resonance energies. (They also describe how the 

imaginary part of the complex pole position can be estimated). 

For a given potential V(x), they compute the ~~trix of the exact 

Hamiltonian H(x) in a finite basis set consisting of the first 

"Ir n I 'Ia. _fJz. - 2-
N functions of the form rn(x) = (2 n.1T) H",(x) exp(-tx ), 

n = 0, 1, ••• For a given N, they obtain the matrix elements 

of the Hamiltonian as follows: 
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They use fifty functions 

and diagonalize the rJa trix HN to yield a set of N eigenenergies 

N ~ N1 
9" and the corresponcli ng eigenfunctions 'fJi..(x) given ~y ai. OC:j = 

/p~(x),H(X)~~(x)\. These eigenfunctions are linear combinations 
\ Co J INN 
of the first r·J functjons¥n(x) given above, i.e., P.(x) = L C. · 

c. .,=t (.P\ 

~(x), for each i; they are also square integre ble, like tbe 

basis fune tions, and can be norr.!alized such that J.j' = ( iP; (x), 

~N(x). 
They repeat this procedure for increasing values of N, 

N ;t.N 
observing the behaviour of at. and ,±,.(x) as a function of N. 

t 

For a Hamiltonian containing a potential ''lith a barrier, like 

the one they deal with, certain of the eigenenergies change 

very little compared to other eigenvalues as. N chances over a 

relatively large range, that is, they stabilize, and this 

"stnble" energy is very close to the exact resonance energy 

Er • This fact suggests that the "stable" eigenenergy and the 

corresponding eieenfunction are associated in some vlay with the 

resonant energy. 

Our approach is much better than the matrix one because it 

avoids explicit construction and diagonalization of ffiatrices 

of large dimension. 

We should mention that, even for the true bound state 

problem, the Hazi and Taylor (op.cit.) approach nay give problems. 

For example, Detvriler and Klunder [3~ have discussed "super": 

singular perturbations" (such as Ax-i, AI x'r3
) for which any 

,attempt to set up the Hamiltonian matrix in a basis of unperturbed 

states fails, since all the rratrix elements are infinite ! 

:~evertheless, "'Tell defined perturbed eigenvalues can be found. 

Jet\\iler and Klau:ier (op.cit.) get the eicenva1ues by a modifica-

tion of a method due to Milne, but a preliminary calculation using 
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the F method of section 2.1.4., ~hile internally self-consistent, 

does not quite agree with their results. 1le suspect that there 

is an error either in their algebraic theory or in the operation 

of their programme. 

Fade Atrproxir;-.ants for A(O 

Usinc ~,rynn' s aleori thm for the potentials V = Ar-r -1 and 

Ar2 -r -i for >'<0 we have checked tha t the Pad: approximants to 

the energy converge numerically to the quasi-bound energy. 

That this should happen theoretically was established by 

Graffi [33J. Results for the potential V = Ar-r-
1 

are shown 

in table 28. vie can see that as the valu~ cf A becomes more 

~ . 
negative the Pade approxlmants to the energy beco~e less accurate, 

although the exact value still lies between the [1+1,LJ ~nd ~,LJ 
Fade' approximants. Table 29 contains results for V = Arlo -r-' ; 

~ . 
even in this case the Fade arprOXlTIants apparently converge to 

a definite value. We have used only eight energy coefficients 

\ 2 -of 
for the potential V =Ar -r since the presence 

Table 28 

, \ -i 
Pade Anproxi~3nts for V = Ar-r forA<O 

~ -0.01 -0.02 -0.03 -0.04 -0.05 

[5,5J -0.51515729 -0.53066398 -0.54659147 -0.56309361 -0.58024036 

[5,4J -0.51515730 -0.53066398 -0.54659144 -0.56307433 -0.57991074 
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Table 29 

Padel' Apnroximants for V = Ar2_r- i for A<O 

-0.001 -0.002 -0.003 -0.004 -0.005 

-0.50303373 -0.50614213 -0.50930827 -0.51264553 -0.51612015 

-0.50303373 -0.50614211 -0.50934220 -0.51247232 -0.51603676 

of the higher ones spoils the results, that is, the [5,5] Pad: 

approximant is less accurate than the [4,4J; this is due to 

the large size of the high order coefficients, which causes 

numerical errors which outweigh the theoretical gain of knowing 

more ter~s in the series. 

/ 
~,Tynn' s algorithm can also be used to get Fade approximants 

to (r) and < r~) for the CharZlonium type potential of section 

3.1.4. for A negative. The results sho~ that also for this 

prob18E tl:e exact value can be found betVleen [1+1, L ] and [L, L ] 
, 

Fade approxirr.ants. The results are presented in table 30. 

[4,4 ] 

[4,3 J 

Table 30 

padeol' ADProxir:;nnts to (r> and <r~> for A<O 

V = -t/r+2hr+2Atr2 

A= -0.01 A= -0.02 

(r) (rl) (=) (r~) 

1.56618686 3.30934285 1.64945466 3.73642426 

1 .56618686 3.30934281 1.649449.11 3.73634769 

Pound sta te s for A < 0 

~le have sh01':n in the last section that when an unbounded 

negative potential is added to the Hamiltonian the bound 
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states are all destroyed in principle. In this section we con-

h 
. -i \ \2. ~ \ sider t.e case of the potentlal V = -r t2Ar+2Ar for A(O. 

apply the R-l~thod to this potential and find that the bound 

states still exist forA negative because the potential goes to 

+ 00 in all directions, vihe reas for a probler.l such as those of, the 

18 st section the potential gOG s to - aD, (Ki llincbeck [10 J). 
~;e use several extrapola tion formulae, of inc reasing accuracy, 

to find a proje cted ene rgy value. The formulae are as fo 110\'1 s: 

Zo, t) = t [4E;1 -Ez.] 
E =..i r64E -20E +E ] 
O~21 4-) . 45 L t ~ 4 

E(f'~13) = f~ [15Ef-6E~+E3'] 
E = 3"'5 r56E~ -28E~ +8:83 +E~] 'i,~.3.') l 

(2.30) 

(2.31) 

(4.1 ) 

(4.2) 

r:here B L< is the enercy value obtained usinc kh as the s trip' wid the 

Results are Given in table 31, including those for one positive 

v~lue to show the advantage of using these Lew fdrmulae to obtain 

& projected energy value. The quantity -++3~is also shown in the 

table. We use the following h values: hi = 0.05, h~ = 0.10, 

h3 = 0.15, and h4 = 0.20. 

Table 31 

Pro,iected Ener["v Values for V = _r-4 +?Ar+2A~r2. 

-0.025 -0.050 -0.100 0.100 

-~'. 574992 ( 146) -0.649105(272) -0.765825(303) -0.199998{g6g) 

-:-:'.574999(720) -0.649106(925) -0.765826(819) -0.199999(904) 

-0.574999(736) -0.649106(951) -0.765826(837) -0.199999(909) 

-0.574999(756) -0.649106(985) -0.765826~861) -0.199999(914) 

-~.575000 -0.649110 -0.765230 -0.200000 
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In section 3.1 .4. vle have shovln tha t the energy series for 

this kind of potential, when A is positive, is finite. That is, 

the ener~y deviation E(A)+t-3A is zero because the eigenfunction 

~ = exp [-(r+Ar2.)] vihich is a solution of the equa tion H¢ = .E tj is 

normalizable. For '\(0 this is not so, and -t+3A is only an upper 

bound, as shown be 10v1, where vie use the data from Table 31. 

~+~--3A 

-0.025 0.000000 

-0.050 0.000897 

-0.100 0.034173 

+0.100 0.000000 

4.2. Calculation of 14:2(0) for the Charmonium Problem 

In secticn 2.2.5. it was mentioned that, while performing 

n matrix calcula tion to get the value of (XIII), an error of order 

2 
~appe~rs in the results if the eigenvalues are in error to 

order tt. The integration methods considered in the present 

\-lork do not have this't-leak point (Killingbec~ and Galicia [25])._ 
In some branches of traditional theory e.g •.. the theory of hyper

fine interaction (Young and Uhlenbeck (35] ) _~nd the theory of 

excitons (Cabib, et.al.[36]). it is necessary to know the 

value of the square of the 'Kavefunction at the origin. If one 

attempts to calculate the value of this local quantity by means 

of a natrix-variational rrethod which optimizes the energy then 

a poor value of the local quantity , ... ill be obtained. Such a . 

quantity is also required in recent non-relativistic models of 

the cr~r~onium system, (which wns Dentioned previously in section 

3.1 .4. ), vihen e stima ting the various decay rate s of the sys tern 
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(Kaushal and !'~ulle r-J:irs ten ['1]). 
Eichten et. ale [3 B ] and ~':cCarter [39] have considered 

the Schrodinger equation in the form 

to solve the charmonium problem (with P~1). ~he r P term 

represents a confining potential which prevents direct break up 

of the system, while the f1 coefficient gives the size of the! 

"gluon" force. f1 is usually taken to be small; the coefficient 

oris inversely proportional to the quark mass (since'the kinetic 

j,l ~ 
energy operator is conventionally written as -~/2m~ ). 

To convert equation (4.3) into a one-parameter perturbed 

hydrogen atom equation it is necessary to introduce the change 

r~kr of lenGth scale. By doing so we find the scaling relation-

ship which indicates how the eigenvalues depend on the parameters 

0(, f Bndjt: 

.. , \ ,r+~ 
",here k = (2 o<.f ) and A = ,. v.. • Writing the radial factor in 

f)/r -1 ( ) , r in the form r R, equation 4.3 takes the form 

ilith 

'~ ~ 

--DR+VR=ER 
.2. 

ane the normalization condition 

o 
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7he s states are the ones of interest.in connection with 

the ~ 0) pro blern; fer them the term involving the angu lar· 

~o~entum 1 does not appear. Since we have 

",ith the reCJuire~ent R(O) = 0, then it follov:s that the wave

function at the orie;in1((0) will be given by the slope DR(O) 

at the oriGin. 

I:ausal et.al. (op.cit.) present a 1-lay of calculatin&1jr(O). 

Tbey state that1f(o) can only be found if the ,·]avefunction is 

explici tly normalized. They use 1{. [. B. approxima tions to cal

cula te the value of tat various points in space. Nevertheless, 

their value for~(o) appears to be of low accuracy. 

,;e decided to approach this problem by a numerical treatment 

involvinG eXJB ctation values and avoiding the use of vlavefunctions. 

:·:ultiplying equation (4.5) by a function F(r) and integrating 

between C and aD, vte obtain the resul t 

J[D2F+2F(E-V~ Rdr = F(O)DR(O) 

o 

if n(FFI.) = 0 at 00 and RDF = 0 at O. 

For the special case F = 1 equation (4.6) is converted into 

an equation equivalent to that of Trivedi [4()J. He suggests 

that if an annroximate normalized It is used in the integral, 

and if E is replaced by the variational energy associated with 

R, then a reasonable estimate of DR(O) for the exact eigen-

function can be obtained. For exa~ple, considering the ground-

state of the hydrogen atom and using as a trial function an 

optimized Gaussian type function in (4.6) we find DR(O) = 1.796, 

as opposed to the exact value 2 and the poor value 0.980 obtained 
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by simply substituting r = 0 in the approximate function. If 

the exact R is used in equation (4.6) the ~ DR(O) should 

result for different choices of F, provided that F(~) is non-

zero. ~e do not discuss in detail Trivedi's work because we 

v;rant to approach the problem using expectation values. In order 

to do so \'.'e simply r.Jultiply equation (4.5) by DR and integrate 

between 0 andoO. Integration by p&rts on the r.h.s. leads to 

the result 
eo 

2 r R'2. (DV)dr = [DR(O) J2 

o 

This rela.tion involves the expectation value of DV. Therefore 

using (4.7) it is possible to reduce the~(O) problem to the 

problem of finding an expectation value. Froman [41 J uses 

equation (4.7) and esti~ates the value of «DV» by means of 

a ~:.K.B. approach. Since we are now familiar with the calcula-

tion of expectation values involving energies from'the theory 

of section 2.2.5., we can reduce the problem of fi~ding~(O) 

to the < (DV» problem, and then reduce the ex~ ctation value 

problem to a set of eigenvalue problems which can be solved 

using a numerical integration method. 

For the particular case of the unperturbed hydrogen atom, 

with potential function V = -r-~ for s states, we h2ve «DV»= 

< r-2 >= 2n-3 , vlhere n is the principal quant1L'D nun:ber, of the 

t r. . 1 E' , -2. . t s ate concerned. lhe energy elcenva ue lS 2n ,f so that l 

yields the relation 

This relation is called the Fermi-Segr~ formula (Froman and 

Froman [42J) and can be used also for the case of a perturbed 

Coulomb potential. This relation is relevant to us because it 
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relates~2(o) to entities arising from enerGY calcul~tions. 
Hm,:ever, it has two dra'hTbacks; it involves the estimation of 

the derivative of a (hypothetical) smooth function E(n), whereas 

the actual eigenvalues form a discrete sequence; and, further, 

it is not exact if the perturbation is strong. These two 

causes of uncertainty render equation (4.8) unsuitable for 

accurate work in theoretical calculations, although it allows 

rough estimates Of~~(O) to be obtained from empirically 

sele cted energies. 

In section 2.2.5. we explained how to calculate expectation 

values using energies; equation (2.26) can be slightly mOdified 

to take the form 

L-l: 
t:~ 0 2f.. 

Provided that the eiGenvalues for the perturbed Ha~iltonians 

H±ErNcan be evaluated accurately, equation (4.9) will allow 

us to estimate < r N
). 1-,'e have tested. this approach for different 

potentials in previous sections and .it gives good results. The 

eigenvalue calculation can easily be performed by using the 

previously tested F-method of section 2.1.4. Starting from 

equation (2.12) we can obtain an equation for the F-method in 

the case 1-1here the stc:' ts E: of [.ngular !romentum 1 are required, 

The terms on the left take care of --e completely, i.e. no 

centrifugal term needs to be included in the potential V. This 

fea tUre is particularly ,useful for the y2( 0) calculations, 

since for the charmonium problem we have 

C -2. \ -P-i) E (DV) = c. (r +APr 



...., ...... 
- (r':-

T1Je derivative of the Coulo:nb potenti2.1 (:iJV) resembles a 

centrifugal term for "lhich E = -;-.N(.f+1), so thRt ..e~2£ as 

E~O.To find «DV» usinc equation (4.9), for an s state, we 

use a "pseudo-angular momentum" 1 = 2f. This takes care of 

the r-2 term in (4.11). The second term in (4.11) can be 

added explicitly to V, or else VIe can use an "advanced potential" 

term, so that the potential beco~es 

By usine the pseudo-angular momentum and the advanced potential 

artifices toeether, it is possible to perform the calculations 

rather simply on a computer, since the proera~~e can be written 

to make the adjustments autor.1atically when E. is given as part 

of the input data. Usin;:; tlW values ±( ,Ie can estim~te «DV» 

by me&ns of equstion (4.9). 

The E value obtained using (4.10) is not the required 

Sclrrodinger equation eigenvalue, since it is arrived at by using 

a difference equation involving a finite'strip widthh. In 

section 2.2.4. it is explained hO"l to get a projected energy 

value with the use of different values of h. We .use the extra-

polation formula (4.2) of the last section with h ~ 0.025 . 

Further, to make sure that ~DV» has ~een determined 

accurately, vie perform the calculation tv:ice, once for± E. and 

+ ~. once for-2(, and then perform an E type extrapolatlon to 

arrive at a good estimnte of the limiting value which is 

formally specified in equation (4.9). 

Equation (4.9) can be used also for excited states since 

tLe enerry value 'can be found as explained in section 2.1 .4. 

Thus1jr2.(O) for excited s states can be found, and Table 32 shoVls 
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some results for excited states. 

Considering a potential of the form V =~rP in (4.3), we 

are takinG the "zero eluon" limit in the charmonium problem; 

this v:ill make the results more likely to be useful, since 

it is usual in charmonium models to take the "eluon" coefficient 

to be s~all. With this restriction we can do the calculations for 

.A = 1 and obtain results for any other A by scaling. By cal

cUlatinc(r
P

-
t

) v7e can find1jr2(0) from (4.7); the(r-i) value 

provides a Ire ans of estimating the first order effect of intro-

ducing a ~eak gluon term. 

The virial theorerr. relates the values of E and < rW) in 

the form E = t(P+2)(r
P
), so tha t the < r P

) found fror!} this 

relation can be checked against the <!,P > found by a direct 

numerical calculstion using the energy differencing approach 

based on e~uation (4.9). 

We can als6 apply the ideas given in this section to the 

. _i ,,\ \ 2 2 
charI:1onium type potential of section 3.1.4, J..e., V = r +61r+2~ r • 

This particular potential provides a clear-cut test case, since 

the exact ground state eigenfunction is knm·m to be rexp [-(r+Ar
2
)]. 

This neans that (rN)values lvhich are of very high accuracy (i.e. 

virtually exact) can be computed by simple numerical integration 

using the knOvln exact ,·:avefunction. 

Table 32 gives the results for the lo,.;est three s states 
p 

for the potential V = r for P = 1,2, and 3. We used H = 0.025 

for the calculation of the energies and E = 0.02 and 0.04 for 
t 

the calculation of (rf.1) values. The results fort (0) can be 

obtained from the results for (r') vaiues using equation (4.7). 

Tcble 33 gives the results for \t:1e potential V = _r-
1 

+2r+2r2. •. 

For the calculation of (r) and (r2) \ie used E = 0.002 and 0.004, 
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and for the calculation of (2(DV)",e used [. = 0.04 and C.OE. 

:'7e also include results using the integration procedure 

explained in section 2.2.6. It is clear that this latter 

procedure, while satisfactory for finding (r
N

) fo~ N>O, is, 

not as good as the E. method for finding (rN)! "d th N(O. 

Table 32 
p 

nesults for the Lo~est Three 8 states for V = r 

r·: = "1 18 28 38 

E 1.85575709 3.24460763 5.38661378 

(r) 1 .237171 2.163072 3.591076 " 

< r2) 1.836712 5.614655 15.l749S 

(r- i
) 1.051866 0.733486 0.512970 

r - 2 

i.' 2.12132034 4.94974747 7.77817459 .u 

< r) 0.948850 1.423275 1 .779094 

( r2) 1.060660 2.474874 3.889087 

(r- 4) ~ 1 .341877 1 .118230 0.995225 

, ... 
3 • '.!. = 

E 2.27652238 6.28222760 "10.7997582 

< r)" 0.842919 1.143043 1.363334 

< r2) -0.827677 1.617848 2.322209 

(r- f
) 1.491243 1 .39273C 1.309490 
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Table 33 

Results 
_i 

') 2 2 for V = -r +c..r+ _r 

Eethod E (r) (r2) ~(DV» 
Exact 5/2 0.60586289 0.44706856 25.693806 

Integration 2.5 exact 0.605867 0.447072 24.96017 
to 8 

E,-:·:ethod places 0.605E,63 0.447069 25.69380 

Quadratic Zeeman Effect 

~he E(s) Problem 

The problem of the quadratic Zeeman effect for th~ 

hydrocen atom has relevance for astrophysics and also for the 

theory of simple excitons in solid state physics. Killingb~ck 

[29J treats the problem .by several techniques. In this section 

'He present a perturbation approach v:hich involves a numerical 

solution of the radial Schrodincer equation based on the s 

part of the potential. 

Cabib et.al. (o·p.cit.) use a method involving fairly 

large matrices and numerical inteGration of the Schrodinger 

differential equation; their results for the £round state 

are very accurate. 

lie study the case of the hydrogen atom situated in a 

uniform nagnetic field. The Z axis of a Cartesian system 

of axes is chosen to be along the direction of the field, with 

the nucleus at the origin. The ~gnetic quantu~ number of the 

energy eicenfunctions will be \'.'ell defined because of the 

rotational symmetry about the Z axis; it , ... ill not change in 

tIle presence of the r.l2.[netic field. TIle Ha:!iiltonian contains 

a line[.;.r and a quadratic terz. i!1 the maGnetic field strength. 
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Since the 1s ground state of the hydroGen atom has In = 0, then 

for such a state the linear term vanishes, giving a Hamiltonian 

of the form 

~~e use atomic units, in \\Thich the ground state r..as energy -t. 
2. 2 2. 2 

The quantity,! is equal to (e B Ire) in S.I. units; B 

represents the magnetic field strength and e andJU the electronic 

charge and ~zss respectively. The numerical scale is such that 

a value of,( = 1 in (4.13) corresponds to a magnetic field 

9 strength of 2.35 x 10 G. 

The perturbing potential due to the magnetic field is,a 

sum of two tensor operators, of rank 0 and 2, which we refer 

to as the sand d parts of the perturbation. Tbe Hamiltonian 

can be ~ritten as follows, to show this decomposition of the 

perturbation, 

, 2 2. '2( 2. 2.) v.'here the s part is given by i2t r and the d part by -~)' 3Z -r • 

It has been shov.Tn by various authors that for Y ~ 5 the 

main problem in a matrix approach is to eet the basis states to 

represent correctly the 1 = 0 conponent of the perturbed 18 

wavefunction. The main idea to solve the present problem is to , 

consider only the s part of the potential and to drop the 

corresponding d part. ~J doing so we are obtaining an eigenvalue 

v;hich vle denote by the symbol E (s) ; this is the energy due to 

only the s part of the potential; it is not the' full perturbed 

enerGY E of the system. However, E(s) gives a very good upper 

bound to E. This arises because the d p.s.rt in the perturbing 
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term gives no first order enerGY shift when it is added to the-

Hamiltonian; it has zero expectation value for ~ stype 

function. To obtain the full perturbed energy E it will then 

ce necesssry to include the second order energy shift which" 

is produced by adding the d part of the potential furc tion 

to the Hamiltonian. By calculating E(s) very accurately i~e 

are essentially partitioning the P~iltonian so that the s terms' 

are treated exactly, with only the.d term of the potential .-

rer.~ining to be treated as a perturbation. This potential' 

problem can be treated using the F-method of section 2.1.4 •. ·· 

Finding E(s) by a matrix approach \-70uld involve using a 

complete s-state basis, with discrete and continuum basis 

functions (when described in terms of the unperturbed hydro-

genic eigenfunctions). A comparison of our E(s) with the 

E(s) estimate from a matrix calculation will thus provide 

a good calibratory test for the adequacy of the ~trix 

basis functions; indeed, there has been some dispute in the 

literature about how (and \>.Thether) it is possible to allow' .'.: 

for continuum-type basis states ina matrix approach. The::~ 

numerical in tegra tion approach avoids such problems by being':' --" 

implicitly equivalent to a "complete set" calculation without 

;:~~kinb e..ny explici t mention of basis states. 

Inclusion of the 1 = 2 term 

As we pointed out in the previous section, the addition 

of the dpotential term to the Hamiltonian does not alter the 

er.ercy eicenvalue in first order. It does not chs..nce any 

EXJ'ectation value of the type (f(r ~ in first order; because 

tl-18 first-order fU!'"lction ~ is of d type, and the mtrix 
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elemente cr(cl:(r:ld)tYF "rc' equal to zero by tLe usual 

ancular IJor;~8ntU!1l selection rules. 

The first-order funCiion~~ can be calculated explicitly 

villen t'o--·P d part of the potential (3Z2-r~) acts on an unperturbed 

hydrocenic 1 s orbital ~o; 1h i:; found to be a function of type 

a (r:d r) (jZ2. -r~) ~o. Therefore we use this for:n for our trial 

7f;, with ~o being the s eieenfunction associated v;ith ~(s), 

and 'vi th a and b vari9. ble. ',:e use this trial V .. in the 

Eylleraas functional, 'h~hich Gives a 10'v:er bound on the 'r.iodulus 

of the secone-order enerGY (Killingbeck [29J ).- ~:ri ting the 

potential as V =2~02.(3Z2-r2.) t;;is functional takes the follo\';-

ins form 

In order to convert all the terms in (4.15) into expectation 

values for the s function, \;'8 need & very simple but pOI!erful 

identi ty. Consider the Ha~il tonian -±V~Cr) for any local 

radial potentiallJ(r). If¢ is any s-type eieenfunction with 

enereY E, and flJ~ is a solid harmonic of decree 1, v;e can proceed 

in a manner siDilar to that used to derive hypervirial relations 

in 8(;ction 3.1. and obtain the result 

The inequali ty I Ea I>F(~') becomes 

( • 1'" \ 
Lr.,C'i 

A closure approxi~~tion also eives us the sicple upper ·bound 

_f 

IElll ( ~ (r4)(E(2)-ECo)) (~ally-. (~.1C) 
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E(2), the enerGY of the lm·:est d state in the radial problem, 

is obtained just as easily. as E(O) (i.e. E(s)) by the F method 

of section 2.1.4. The upper bound is equal to -0.497527 and 

the lOv18r bound equals -0.497528. 

The main feature of tbe preceding calculation is the 

follOl'.'ing: al thoueh f the Eylleraas pri nciple involves ~o 

the use of the identity (4.16) allows us to express the 

required quantities in terms of exnectation values <r~) taken 

, ... ith respect to rfo. lAs pointed out previollsly, such expectation 

values can be calcu11ted by using eigenvalue differencing 

met:lOds and hypervirial rela tions, even though the explicit 

90 is not extracted during the eigenvalue calcul~ tions. Thus 

the ",hole of the prQceding theory has been translated into 

a forn2.lisI:l \':hich re~uires only the calcul~ tion \dlich can be 

done accurately by various techniques (in particular, by the 

Rand F methods discussed in this thesis). 

Excited state Calculations 

At first siGht it see~s that the p and d states should 

be considered as excited states, since the energy associated 

with them is hiGher than the energy for tbe 1s state, which 

is the ground state. However, if we take into consideration 

the mabnetic Quantum number ~ an~ thE> p2ri ty for these states, 

we can see that some of the~ can be considered as ground states, 

since they ,,~ill have the 10l·:est energy of their sym.::::etry type. 

l!e can examine the following table, which shows the hydrogenic' 

stntes and their ~uantum nu~bers. 
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state m Parity 

1 So 0 +1 

2so 0 +1 

2po 0 -1 

2p_i -1 -1 

2Ptt +1 -1 

3d_2. -2 +1 

3d_1 -1 +1 

3d 0 0 +1 

3d 
+1 

+1 +1 

3d +2 +1 
+l. 

7he quantum nu~bers given remain unchanged lihen the magnetic 

field is turned on, and from the table He can see that all of 

the states, vith the exception of the 2so state and the 3do • 

can be considered as ground states since they all have 

different quantum numbers. Even so, as vie will show below. 

the energy corresponding to the 2so excited state can be 

calculated using the same ideas as for the ground states; 
f 

The ~Gin idea for calculating the energy in first order is 

to treat the potential for each particular state in such a 

manner tlmt when adding the residual part of the potential 

no change ,-:ill appear in the energy eiGenvalue to first order. 

For the 1 s state the residual part of t ;:8 rotential is of pure 

...e = 2 type, as discussed in section 4.3.1., but V.-e shall see 

that for p and d st&tes the appropriate residual potential 

i2 not of definite 1 type. 
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The Ha~iltonianjfor the different states is as follows, 

1 2. -1 
wi th Ho = -'-;:'(I-r 

I I Hi: 2 2 f ~( 2 ~) 
t;= -t-IV r--)" 3Z-r 

o 12. 0 2.4 

4 2 ~ ~ 2 ( t 9 2.) H = Ho + 20 ~ r - 2.4- 'r 3 2 -"5 r .- ~(4~ 20) 

• .Q.2, ~ 2 ~ 5 Z) 
"2 P-t } H -;:. Ho + i7, a r + 2" am - 2.4 '{ (3 z - 5 r 

,. H f 2.2. i ~ 2 ~ '12) 
3d_~J =Ho+ i4 ,r + 2 0m-24¥(3Z--yr " .. ; 

3 d_.21 ~ = He + 2~ ·{r2. + ~ 'tm - 2~ r~'(J'Z2 - ~ r2}, :--(4.23) 

The l&st term in equations (4.19-4.23) represents the residual 

potential. Treatinc: the potentials in this way we can be sure 

that ~hen adding theiresidual part of the potenti~l to the 

Har:1il tonian there v:iiLl not be a chanGe in the energyeigen-

value in first order~ For example, the residual operator 

2. 'l 2 
(3z - jr ) has zero expectation value for anv state of Po 

type, as can be verified by explicit calculation. The 2P& 

422 
energy for the Hamiltonian Ho+iO,r can be found by the F-

method (section 2.1.4.). 

The energy eigenvalue associated with the 2p+1 state can 

easily be calculated from the results for the 2p_1 state. The 

term tYm gives the linear ZeeIT~n ter~ in equations (4.21-4.23); 

for the 2p-i state VI'e have m = -1 and for the 2P ...... state weI 

have r: = 1; therefore they differ in energy by an amount 0 , 

which ceans that tc get the energy eiGenvalue for the 2p+1 state 

it ~ill only be necessary to add this a~ount to the resulting 

enerry for ttl? 2p-i stE-te. In a similar v:ay vie can calculate' 

the enercy eicenvalue for the 3c+i state and for the 3d+~ state, 

~ith the difference that the 3dt1 and 3d_2 states differ in 
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energ-j by an ar:!ount 2'0. 
The 2so state-can be treated by nieans of equation 4.19_ 

and the ideas about excited states of section 2.1.4. This 

is so becnuse the contribution of Et to the exact energy 

is small for this sta te, since the 3d state, v;hich is the· 

one which couples with the 2s state, is far above the 2s state. 

\ole can understand this idea by looking at the energy level 

diaeram; 

3s, 3p, 3d 

2s, 2p 

1 s 

Therefore, for the 2s state \'le can get a good estimate 

by calculating the energy up to first order, v:hereas for the 

3s state the influence of the 3d state is much stronger, and 

presumably gives a value for E~ which is larger than the EL 

for the 1s and 2s states. 

The energy eigenvalue results for the eround states and 

for 2s are given in table 34. They were obtained using the 

F-method (for'( = 0.1). It was found to be sufficient" to 

use strip widths equal to 0.1, 0.2, and 0.3 to get projected 

energy eigenvalues after using equation (2.31). Table 34 

includes also the results of Praddaude .[4 3J 
Table 34 

Energy Ei~envalue (at ~ = 0.1) 

state Energy Pradcau~e results 

18 0 
-0.497520 -0.497525 

28 0 -0.095923 -0.092085 

2p-i -0.150522 -0.150845 

2po -0.111752 -C.112410 

3(2 -0.026575 -0.037235 

'2:':; 
...I~-1 -O.05L255 -0.057810 
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I 

Fra~c~ude used a larGe matrix basis of Laguerre functions 

(essentially scaled hydroienic functions) to calculate the 

energy eigenvalues. ~e can see from table 34 that our energies 

arB very close to (but slightly higher than) his. This is in. 

accord \'7i th theory, since for the ground states concerned -our 

calculation is equivalent to a variational calculation which 

uses as tr~al function the exact eigenfunction of the Hamiltonian 

,.,i th the residual po.tential subtracted. The resulting energy 

esti~ate must thus be an upner bound to the exact energy. The 

results Sh01'; that our estir.:c.te is already a good one. For the 

case of, for example, the 2po state, our calculation would be 

equivalent to the use of a com~1ete p type basis, which is in 

practice i:Jpossible in a matrix calculation. The sooll extra 

lowerinG of the energy must be due (for 2po) to the f type 

functions in Praddaude's basis set, and could be computed in 

our approach by a Hylleraas variational calculation of Ez , as 

outlined for the 1s state in sectio~ 4.3.2. Since our results 

correspond to those which would arise from complete basis sets 

of particular ~ types, they should be of value to workers who 

employ matrix diagonalization methods, since they provide 

standard test values. Thus, if the p basis states used by 

any worker are inadequate, this wi 11 sbo\-; up as an eigenvalue 

esti~te which is higher than Q£t 2p eigenvalues. Adding the 

f basis states cannot remove any error due to the use of a poor 

set of p basis states. 



conCLrSICS 

\.'ith the development of pocket calculators, mini-computers and big' 

computers, it seems reasonable to attempt to solve rnatl)ematical and 

physical problems with their aid.' 

The task of finding sicple numerical methods which can be treated' 

by a progra~~able pocket calculator is an interesting challenge: it 

calls for a clear theoretical understanding of the problems treated 

and if a satisfactory method is obtained this allows other research_~' 

workers to treat the problem by the~selves without large scale computing" 

facilities. Further, a method compact enough to work on a small machine' 

will probably be a ti~e-saving method for a big machine. 

The numerical methods presented in this work have been tested for 

Schrodincer equations involving several perturbed and unperturbed poten-

tials. Tl~ese I;lethods :r~ve been shown to be very effective and to be 

more si::lile Cln:5. accurate than the vlidely used rna trix calculations. 

The use of a ratio variable R(r), (section 2.1.2), makes this 

numerical nethod rather simple to apply and"yet. it gives accurater~o 

results even vlhen treatinG perturbation problems for potentials such-' 

as V = ~rP ~r-i • - It has been demonstrated that the change from the . :.~ 

R-method to the F-r:iethod, (section 2.1.3), improves the accuracy of 

the results. 

The results of section 2.2 show that the error in the energy--

. 1 . h2. t -" d f h 1 eJ.genva ue varlE; 8 as over an ex enae ranf,'8 0 va ues. 2 An h 

extrapolation process works accurately without the requirement of 

using complicated integration formulae in the integration process. In 

eener&l t;:e eizenv2.lue error see:;;s to be l;811 represented by a pOvier 

Ii r.[;.:.: leen de:Jonstr:::..te~ (section 2.2) tL~t perturbation trJeory, 

l:.sec iT. a ",;10b&1" sense, gives E. correction term in the intecrLtiuTI 



formula \\hich is more simple tban any previously derived using step-by-

step perturbation theory. 

'rhe F-method of sect jon 2.1.4. allov:s us to' get an interpolated 

enerGY eigenvalue using three trial energies (i.e. E, E±JE); in this 

way ":e need to perform only an outv,'ard intecration. This rrakes our 

method more easy to use, in comparison with previous methods, which 

usually employ an outward and an inl,']ard inteGration and get an improved 

energy estimate by using a forn:ula involving the slope "mis-match" at __ 

some internediate r. Some position r = L must be used to start the 

inv:ard integration, and ruay have to be revised to simulate adequately 

the boundary conditiont(oo) = O. Hov,ever, this difficulty also is 

avoided in our procramces, '\'lhich take the limit L4 00 during the ca1-

culation, ~s explEined in the quoted sections. 

It h~s been sLo~n, (section 2.2.5), that expectation values such as 

(rN) C~~L "be calcula ted ,·:i thout storing the explicit value (,ft- This is 

00::10 b:- "...,'.E:ir.g enercy calculations, ,\·hich can be perforrr:ed by tbe, method . 

of sectio~ 2.1.4 (or, indeed, by any accurate ~ethod). 

Hypervirial methods (section 3.1) make it possible to calculate some 

perturbation series up to hieh order without any calculation of the per-

turbed wave functions of various orders. Further, the series for various 

<rW)also result from the calculation. The various perturbation series 

can then be treated (even when divergent) by means of Pade~ approximants. 

"Ie have shol~n several examples in which the diagonal Pade' approximants 

(i.e. ~,L]) converge from below to the correct quantity required, and 

the [1+1,LJ converge froE above. 

In section 3.1.4 an apparently new perturbation phenomenon has been 

treate:l.; t};is e.~ises in thE"- case of a hydro£,en atom with perturbing 

[rG~Jlc.: st2.te ccn-;er{:C's to an exact value; 1'7e l:ave de::Jonstrated th9.t tbis 
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value is not the true enercy for ne ca ti ve value s of A, although there 

still exists bODnd states. 

'The F. and F methods presented in cLapter 2 are particularly suited 

to handle the various problerls described in chapter 4. These methods 

avoid Dany of the lengthy calculations and inaccuracies involved in the 

matrix diaeonalization methods, both for bound and quasi-bound states. 

The concomitant penalty which arises from this gain in calculational 

simplicity is, of course, the.need to study the ere levant theory care~ 

'fully in order to re-,\,;ri te it in a form vlhich permits application of the 

numerical methods. 
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A P PEN D I X A 1 

F-i':ETHOD 

A1.1 BASIC Pro~ramme 

It 
5 

10: 
PRIKT tI-A(D2)+V = H" 
PRINT ItP.1.llL, LAl'illA t E, 
InpUT A, L, H, E, DE 
PRD';T "NOD::::S" : II;FUT Q 

E, DE 
15 
20 
25: 
30 
35 
40' 
45 
50' 

PRINT "AI-:" : INPUT A!'I 
E = E+DE 
N = AN 
\{ = 1: Vj"t'l = 1 : 1'12 = 1 
R = 1 : RR = 1 : R2 = 1 
~: = N+1 : X = l;~EIi 

N1 = N+JJ··:+1 : N2 = N-AE-1 
T = (-1/X)+lJEZ-E 
TT = T+D= : T2 = T+2*DE 

55 
60 ~ 
65 
70· 
75 
80· 
85· 
90~ 
95 ~ 

T = T*;T/ A : TT = TT*X/ A : T2 = T2~Hr/ A 
F = (F/R)*:J2+T : F = F/N1 
FF = (FF/?R)*i~2+~T FF = FF/~J1 
F2 = (F2/R2)*H2+T2 F2 = F2/N1 

100 ',o' = '.:*~i. : '.-.1 = ~·;f)EI ... ? \1]2 = ',,'2*[-,2 
1 05: 1?}-.(O ,:(2~:~ z = z+ 1 
11 0; I?E .. ~ <0 T~:':·T zz = ZZ+ 1 
115: I?R2<0 TE~l~ Z2 = Z2+1 
1 20: 1F2«. THEIJ GOTO 50 
125~ P = E-DE!( 1-'i,~:/vl) 
130 PP = E-( 2 DE)/ ( 1-112!W) 
135' P2 = p+(pP-P)/(1-·'t'2/~r .. ;) 
140 PRn:T" 1 ST" P 
145; PRINT "21mn P2 
150 FRINT Z, ZZ, Z2 
155 GCTO 50 

A1.2 Co~ents on the F-Eethod Proy-am:ne 

The input variables are as follows. Alpha (A) is either 1 or t 
depending '.'.rhether the Schrodin;er eC;ua t ion is used in tm form 

_D2y+(V_?)yr= 0, or _tD2f+(v~"f= 0 respectively (i.e. -D(is the 

coefficient of D2. in the kinetic energy operator). LE.mc.a (L) represents 

the v~lue of tte perturbing paraDeter in the potential function. H 

re;y:::cc;;-:.ts trle strip \\'idth to be used in the nu:nerical integraticr:. 
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E is tbe trial enercy and D:; is the incref.'!8nt of the enerb""Y (so that the 

trial enercies used are actually E and E±DE). :Jodes (~), the number 'of 

nodes, i.e. 1 for the [round state, 2 for the first excited state, and 

so on. JJ.; represents the value of the ancular momentum, i.e. it is 0 

forlan s state, 1 for a p state, and so on. (In the ~ethod of section 

3.f.3.A.riJ. can usefully be 'given a non-integer value). The variable W 

represents the wavefunction. 

The potential function is given in line 60; this is the only _ . -

lin~ that has to change in order to use the programme for a different 

potential function. We use the potential -1/r+Ar in the preceding 

specimen proeram~e. 

There is not a stopping condition for this problem. The reason for 

this is that the person who runs the progranme 1'lill have to stop it 

manually when the two energies shown on the screen reach a stable value; 

othe:n·;rise the F~T will stop it by itself "'hen reacting its overflow 

cap~city. The two displayed energies (lines 140 and 145) are the first 

and~second order interpolated energies calculated in the ~anner discussed 
i . 

in ~ection 2.1.4. 

The discussion of section 2.2.2. shows that the accuracy of our 

nu~~rical integration methods can be improved (when the potential V is 

bounded at r = 0) by the simple procedure of using the quantity (V-E)+1~ 

h2 (V_E)2 instead of (V-E) in the numerical integration. This is 

acconplished in the programme by including three extra lines (between 

lines 65 and 70) which carry out this rerlacem~nt. Fer exa~ple the 

instruction 

(witt si~il~r lines for T7 a~d ~2) would serve this purpose 

;.1 .3 ?2.c--cl::=.::t 
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F-METHOD 

w = 1 : WW = 1 : W 2 = 1 

R=1: RR =1: R2=1 

Nl= N+AM+l 

T= (-l/X)+L*X-E 

TT = T+ JE 

T2 =T+2~~E 
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o 

T=T*N/A 

TT=TT*N/A 

T2=T2.*N/A 

F=(F/R)*N2+T : F= FIN! 

FF=(FF/RR)*N2.f-TT: FF=FF/Nl 

F2=(F2/R2)*N2+T2: F2 =F2/Nl 

R = 1 + H *H * F 

RR=l+H*H*FF 

R 2 = 1 + H *H *' F 2 

W = W*R 

WW = WW*RR 

W2=W2*R2 

z =Z +1 

~....-::::-a---IZZ =z 2+1 

~~--~ Z 2=Z2 +1 
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P=E-c5E/(l-WW/W) 

PP = E - C 2 *cS E)/(1-W2!WW) 

P2 = P +( PP-P)/(1-W2/WW) 

Print P J 

P2 

Print Z, 

ZZ,22 

Add 1 to N 

Figure A1 
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A F PEN D I X A 2 

HYPER 

A2.1 BASTC ProGra~~e 

5 PRInT "EKERGY COEFFICI2NTS FOR V =-1/R+~R1'P" 
1 0 InPliT "P VALUE"; P 
1 5 Il~UT" Q VALUE"; Q 
20 DIK X(8*~,Q) 
25 . D II-: E ( ~+ 1 ) 
30 IHPUT "E VALUE"; E(O) 
35 V = ~)(P 
40 X(O,o) = 1 
45 X(1,0) = -3/(~*E(0)) 
50 FOR I = 2 TO V 
55· X(I,O) = (-(2~I+1 )*X(I~1 ,0)-I*(I~~-1 )*X(I-2,0)/4)/«2~H+2)*E(Q)) ." 
60 : PP.. I NT "A"; I; X ( I , 0) . 
65 NEXT I 
70. E(1) = X(p,o) 
75 R = V-P 
80 FOR ~ = TO Q 
85 FOR I = TO R 
90. T = ° 
95 ; FOR !J = 1 TO E 

100 S = E(N)*X(I,~-~) 
105 T = r;+s 
110 · ~'"Z;.:r:' H 
11 5 . IF I = 1 Tr~lJ 125 
120 IF:1< >1 TnE~'~ 

125:, ~ X(I,N) = (2~H+P+2)*X(I+P,l'-1-1 )-(2~H+1 )*X(I-1 ,T.:) ;.,.~; 
13d; XCI,!'!) = (X(I,I1) - (X(I,N)-(2*I+2)*T)/«2*I+2)*E(0») 
1 3 5, . GOTO 1 50 
140. . X(I,IIT) = (2*I+P+2)*X(I+P,H-1 )-(2*1+1 )*X(I-1 ,N)-I*(I*I-1 )*X(I-2,M)/4 
145 X(I,n) = (X(I,r\:)-(2*I+2)~iJ/«2*I+2)~H;;(0) 
150 PRINT I; K; X(I,~) 
1 55 E (1·:+ 1) = x (p , r"l) / (i'l+ 1 ) 
160 KZXT I 
165 IF I>R THEN R = R-P 
170 IT"0XT H 
175 FOR J = ° TO Q 
180 PRINT J; E(J) 
185 l:::XT J 

A2.2 Comments on the Hyper Prop;ramme 

The input variables are as follo~s. P is the DOVEr of r in the 

T'ot.2;.:~[1 :unction V = ).r
P 

_r-1 (p is 8. positive inteGer). Q is the 

~j~:::-==,er o~ energy cOE-fficients \·'2.nte:'. E(C) i8 the value of the un-

pe~turbed enerGY for thE hyc.rocen 8 st2.te considered. (I,:odification 
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to allow treatment of states ~ithJ)O is possible). 

'The element X(O,O)' of the array X(I,I.1) is equivalent to Xc) 0 in the 
J 

text: (section 3.1.1.), and is equal to 1, i.e., the value of the .zero, 

order coefficient in the series for (rO) = 1 

A2.3 Flo~-chart 

. The f lov:-ch!3.rt is sho',l;n in figure A2. 

, : 
H 
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HYPER 

Input PI Q 

Def ine Array X 

Detine Array A 

X(o J)= 0 

Pr i nt X (0)0) 

X(l JO) 

6 



x (1,0) = (- ( 2 *11- 1) * X ( 1-1 )0) -1* (I * 1-1 ) 

* X (I-2 JO)/4)/ (2*1+2) *A(O,o)) 

Print X(r,O) 

Print A (1,0) 



o 

I 
Total = Total + S urn 

~ _____ a-I Add 1 to N 

x (1 ,M) =( ( 2 * I + P + 2) * X 

(1 + p,M-l) -(2 * I or1) *- X (I 

-1 J M) - (2 *" I +2 ) * T) / ( ( 

2 ~ I + 2) "* A ( qO)) 

X ( I) M) = ( ( 2 * I + P+ 2) * X ( I 

+- ~ M-1) - (2 "* 1 + 1 ) *" X (I -

1 )M) - ( I *( I * r -1)/4) * X 

(I - 2 J M) - ( 2 * I + 2) * T) 1(( 

2 ~I +2) * A (OJO)) 

Pr iot X (Il~ 

ACM4-1.o)= xC ~M)j(M+l) 
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~--------~ Add 1 to M 

ForJ=OtoQ 

Print A (J,O) 

'--------4~ Add 1 t 0 J 

Figure A2 



APPEHDIX --A...l. 

2-HYP'::R 

A3.1 BASIC Prorrram:ne 

5 PRIi,T ":G!t~I:'GY CCEFFICI:SIJTS FOR V = -1 /R+2).R+2A 12. Rf 2. \I 

10 II:PUT tI~ VALlJ:C;"; Q 
15 DIE E«(+1), B(2*~.tQ) 
20 IKPUT "1 VALUE"; 1 
25 .INPUT "E VALUE"· E(O) 
30 B(O,2) = -2*3(0) 
35 B(1,2) = 1 
40 FOR E = 0 TO Q-2 
45 FOR N = 1 TO c:~ 1 
50 S = 0 
55 FOR P = 0 TO ~ 
60 S = S+E(p)*E(r+1,M+2-P) 
65 1-E7.:T P 
70 R = (~*~;+6)*3U~+2,~r+1 )+(4XH+8)*B(N+3,I.:) 
75 R = R-(2*IJ+1 )*B(N'!':+2)-:~(I;X:\-1 )*3(!;-1 ,1,:+2)/4 
80 R = F.+:·~*1*(1+1 h~3(I\-1 ,H+2) 
85 B(1:+1,1:+2) = (R/(a~iJ+2)-S)/E(0) 
90 PRIl'iT [-1; ~~-1;" "; B(I\+1,~;+2) 
95 E{r:+1) (2*B(2,;:;+2)+4*3(3,;':+1) )/(I':+1) 

100 B(0,3) = E(1) 
1 05 I;~~:7 1~ 

110. I3;':T E 
115 FeE J = 0 TO ( 
120 FRInT "E"; "J"; E(J) 
125: !NEXT J 

A3.2 COTments on 2-Hyper Pro~ra~~e 

~. 

This programme, which is meant to be used to find the energy. 

coefficients for the potential V =_r- f +2Ar+2}.2 r2., can be used for the 

potential V = Ar-r--t by replacing line 70 'by R = (2*X+3 )*B(~;+2, i-i+1) 

and line 95 by ~(E+1) = B(2,r.:+2)/(E+1). 

The input vari3b1es represent the sa:7:e as for the :.yper pro[ram .. rne, 

v]ith the addition of L, the angular monentu~. The progra~~e works for 

p and d states as well as s ones. The relevant ~od~fication is explained 

tt8o~etically ir. s~ctjc:~ ).1.5. ane:. is executed ir1 the proGr:~::.;:-;e [.;.'" 



A3.3 Plow-chart 

r.r
-~'~,;-

The flov;-chart is shov:n in figure A3. 
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2-HYPER 

Define Array· E 

D-z1ine Array 8 

For M=O to Q-2 

ForN=1 to Q-1 

For P=O to M 

S = S+E(P)* BeN"'1 J M+2-P) 



- ~OI-

? 
R= (4*N+6)* 8(N+2J M+l)+(4*N+8) 

* BCN+3,M)-(2*N+l)* B(N, M+2) 

-N*(N*N-l)/4* B(N-I J M+2) 

+ N*L*( L+l) '* B(N -1 1 M + 2) 

I 
B (N.1) M+2)= (R /(2* N .... 2)-S) I E (0) 

f 
N-i

J 
M 

B(N+i} M+2) ---,-..... 

E(M+1)= (2* B(2/M+2) +4* S(3)M+I)) /CM+I) 

I 
8(0)3)= E(1) 

I 
~ Add1toN ., 

I 
AddltoM 

I 

J,.. 

ForJ=O to Q 

I 
Pr i nt E I J 

E(J) 
........ - 1-~ 

~ Add 1 to J ...... 

,-

Stop 

Fig u re A 3 
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A F PEN D I X A 4 

A4~1 BASIC Programme 

~ 5 PRI~nr "PADE .A.PPROXIr.:.ANTS" 
1 0 INPUT" Q VALUE"; ~ 
15 DIT·: C (c'l-t20) 
20 DIr"1 T( Q+-5, Q+5) 
25 INPUT "C(O) VALUE"; C(O) 
i • 

; . 
30 I1~UT tIc (Q) VALUE"; C ((.:) 
35 I!IT'UT" AVJ.~L'L'E"; L A 

40 T(1,3) = C(0)f2/(C(0)-t(1)*Ll 
45 T(0,1) = c(0)-(C(1)*L*tT(1,3 -c(0)))/(T(1,3)-C(0)-C(1)*L) 
50 FOR I = 0 TO ~ 
55 T(I,O) = 0 
60 N2XT I 
65 T(1,1) = C(O) 
70 FOR I = 2 TO ~+1 _ 
75 ?(I,1) = T(I-1,1)+C(I-1)*(Lf(I-1)) 
80 PRInT T(I,1) 
85 r:::XT I 
90 J = 1 
S 5 FC:' L = 1 TC ~+ 1 , 

100 FOR!J = J TO ~+1 .; 
105 T(!\,H+1) = T(I;-1 ,Y':-1 )+(T(N,I'l)-T(I~-1 ,l-1)i(-1) 
1~6 PRINT N-1-H/2; M/2; T(N,~1+1) 
1'5 N~XT N : 
120 IF H>~+1 TIBN J = J+1 
125 IF J>~+1 THEN 35 
1 ~O :!,;'"EXT I,: 

A4.2 Comments on the Wynn Pro~ramme 

The input variables are as follows. ~ is the nu~ber of coefficients 

of the power series which is to be used. C(O), C(1), ••• C(Q) are the 

numerical values of thE coefficients. A (L) is the value of the per-

turbation parameter in the potential function, for our problems, but 

in general is the ~ value for which the sum of the power is required. 

',:?~-m' s F-l[ori tr~ allm·.'G us to calculs. te Pade approximants of the 

fcr:::.-. [~-,::], [,;,';-1J, ... , [. .. '7,1] o .... :ly, but the pro[;'r2.:n.~le is\\Tritten 

88 2.S to cc:lculc.te alr-.c the 2Ifl'rc:;:irr;ar..ts [0,1J, [1,2], etc. vlhich 



L 
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are not mentioned in ~ynn's mriginal algorithm. 

For nu~erical purposes it is often sufficient to know the values 

of [J,J] and [J,J-1] because, as has been discussed in section 3.2.3., 

the exact value often lies between these approximants. The line 110 

of·the prograr:1!:'le displays first the [N,1] coefficients, then the (N,?] 
coefficients, and so on, together with their labels. 

A4 j3 Flov:-chart 

The flov7-chart is shov:n in figure A4. 

;. 



I 
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V~IYNN 

S 1 art 

1 
Input Q 

, 
DefineArrayC 

I 
DefineArrayT 

t 

I n put value of coefficient.! 

into Ar ra" C , 

I 

Input L 

I 

For I =0 toQ 

J 

TetO) = 0 

f 

'-----~4,,---I Add 1 to I 

I 
I Tel ,3) = C(qO)1-2/(C(O,o)-C(l,o) l<- L) 1 

, 

T(OJ1) =C(OJO) -CC(l /O) * L * (T(1,3) 

-C(OJO)))/(T(1
J 

3) -C(O,O)-C(l)O)* L) 

I 
11\.1) = CCO,O) 

I 

6 



- "05-

Pr i nt T(II1) 

Print 
T(N,M+1) 

o 



- -10,,-

(Stop) 

Figur~ A4· 
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